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— News In Brief

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 18, 1988

MIAMI (AP — An ex-convict accused of abducting a woman and
her 2-year-old son in South Florida was captured without incident in
Kentucky, an FBI spokesman announced here Thursday night.
The little boy, found safe in northwestern Georgia Wednesday, was
returned earlier Thursday to South Florida, where his mother is
hospitalized in serious condition.
The 32-year-old woman had been raped, beaten, stabbed and left
for dead in a field south of Miami. Police found the woman's body less
than a mile away when they first started looking for the child.
Marshall Lee Gore, 24, was taken into custody in southwestern Kentucky, where he has friends and relatives, said FBI spokesman Paul
Miller.
"He was traced to a trailer in Ledbetter, Ky.." Miller said. "He
was taken into custody without incident. He had no weapon. The
Toyota, the 1988 Toyota belonging to the victim of the brutal attack on
Monday evening and the rape, was located near the trailer."
Gore, who faces federal kidnapping charges. was being held in a
federal facility in Paducah, Ky.. and was scheduled to appear before
a federal magistrate Friday morning.
The toddler and his mother, who has worked as a stripper in
Broward County, were abducted in, northern Dade CountY late Monday by a man whorl, she knew from work and who had asked for a
ride, police said.
A man identified as Gore collected a $20 reward Tuesday for turning in the rape victim's beeper to the paging service that owns it.
police said Also Tuesday, Gore was videotaped with the child at a
bank while unsuccessfully attempting to use the woman's bank teller
card, authorities said

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP — Mary Lewis was into the spirit of the
day.
Not only was she wearing green, her sign pleaded with St. Patrick
to "get the snake out of Frankfort," as the patron saint of *eland got
the snakes out of the Emerald Isle centuries ago.
The snake, Ms. Lewis said, has a name.
"Let's call him Wally," she said. "We all know who he is."
Ms. Lewis, a middle school teacher in Jefferson County, was one of
an estimated 15,000 Kentucky Education Association members who
crowded into the capital on Thursday to voice their displeasure with
"Wally," Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
Participants, whom Frankfort police complimented for their
orderliness, expressed themselves with thousands of mostly handpainted placards.
The topics ranged from pride inctheir profession to observations
about Wilkinson.

Drywall worker Terry
Hilling, from
Hopkinsville, kept an
eye on his work as he
applied a drywall
finishing compound to
a window at the
Calloway County
Health Center at 701
Olive Blvd. Hilling
was working on the
new wing being added
to the north side of the
building.

Elsewhere...
8, The 4smochated Press

ASHINGTON — Members of Congress are condemning
Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega as they become convinced that
he ordered a military incursion into neighboring Honduras, and the
action is renewing calls for U.S. aid to the anti-Sandinista rebels.
MANAGUA. Aka nigus — President Daniel Ortega said Nicaragua
Is ready to destroy U S troops sent to Honduras after Honduras accused Nicaraguan soldiers of violating its border. The Foreign Ministy protested to the United States an attack on its territory by jets flying from Honduras.
WASHINGTON — The first step in bailing out Texas' largest bank
holding company is raising concerns about the long-term health of
the fund that insures deposits in most of the nation's commerical
banks.
WASHINGTON — A oipartisan presidential commission today called for a wholesale transfer to the private sector of scores of government programs and services, ranging from operating prisons and
airport control towers to delivering the mail.
JERUSALEM — Two Palestinians wearing checkered headdresses
and armed with a pistol and a Kalashnikov assault rifle wounded an
Israeli civilian in the Gaza Strip in the first such incident in 14 weeks
of unrest.
PANAMA — Opposition leaders expressed dismay over their inability to coordinate efforts to oust the military regime of Gen.
Manuel Antonio Noriega and many Panamanians now openly say only a U.S. military intervention can do so.

Today's Index

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered copy
of the Th. Murray Lidgior &
Timis by 5 30 p m Monday-Friday
or by 3 30 p m Saturday are urg
ed to call 753-1916 beiy.een 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m
Saturday. Ottic• Hours — 8 a.m.
• 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
a.m. - 12 p.m. Saturday

Forecast
Tonight: Cloudy with rain
likely early, becoming mixed
with snow toward morning
Low in the lower to mid 30s
Northeast wind 5 to 10 mph.
Probability of precipitation 70
percent
Friday: Continued cloudy
with rain mixed with snow
High in the mid to upper 30s.
North wind 10 to 15 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

(Cont'd on page 3)

Mud
slinger

Parents of county children who will be 5-years-old by October 1
should attend registration sessions at each elementary school in the
school's cafeteria at 9 a.m. on the following dates:
North Elementary School — Monday. Mar. 21.
Southwest Elementary School — Tuesday. Mar 22
East Elementary School — Wednesday, Mar. 23.
Parents of children who did not attend kindergarten this year in the
Calloway County schools should also attend the sessions to register
their child for first grade

MISS
YOUR PAPIER?

"Wally doesn't make the grade," said one sign.
"Wilkinson is living proof the educational system needs improvement," said another.
Some signs needed a bit of explanation.
"Wally is a closet TV evangelist," said a sign held aloft by Alan
Wilson, a high'school teacher from Jefferson County.
"Wally doesn't practice what he preaches," Wilson said.
Wilkinson had a speech prepared for the teachers, but wasn't
invited.
A few elected officials, notably Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones and
Superintendent John Brock, did get to talk to the teachers.
Jones, who has split with Wilkinson about whether a tax increase is
warranted, said more money is needed to help education.
"We recognize that money alone will not solve the problems of

M-CC YMCA
now starting
search for a
local director

Registration sessions planned
for school-age county students
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Organized at Murray State
University to enable students to
become more involved in community service and outreach activities, the Collegiate YMCA of
Murray/Calloway County has
begun its search for a director.
Murray State student volunteers
will be recruited and organized to
serve the community through the
Collegiate YMCA, which is sponsored by the American Humanics
program on the campus and funded by the United Way of Murray
and Calloway County.
The director, who will be involved on a half-time basis in planning
and administering the program of
student volunteer efforts in the
community, will work under the
general direction of a board of
directors.
Philip J. Jachowicz, executive
director of Murray State's
American Humanics program to
prepare people for careers in
youth agency administration, said
the director will be expected "to
develop close, positive relationships with community organizations while maintaining and
managing an effective and competent volunteer and potential student stiff program force.Organizers prefer to have a
director with a baccalaureate
degree and at least two year of experience as a professional or paraprofessional in organizing programs and developing volunteers.
((ont'd on page 3)

Wilkinson says news media blowing
relationship problems out of proportion
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said the
news media has inaccurately portrayed his relations with General
Assembly leadership, but he
acknowledged that those relations
could be better.
Wilkinson said Thursday that
reports about a telephone conversation he had with Senate President Pro Tern John "Eck" Rose
were simply "not accurate."
Wilkinson reportedly threatened
Rose and another, unidentified
member of the Senate Democratic

leadership with defeat in their
Wilkinson said he would not
next leadership elections if they characterize his relationship with
did not join him in support of a top Democrats in the Senate as
"clean" constitutional amend- strained.
ment to allow succession for
"My relationship with the
statewide officers.
Senate leadership could be bet"Never, in a single instance, ter," he said. "I really don't think
have I ever said anything to that's my fault."
Senator Rose about the leadership
Wilkinson said the problems
races," Wilkinson said Thursday. may have started with the crea"I have not and would not."
tion of Kentuckians for a Better
Furthermore. Wilkinson em- Future, a political action commitphatically denied he used profane tee created by an ally of the goverlanguage during the phone
conversation.
(Cont'd on page 3)

Gob.

allace Ysilkinson

House passes juvenile code, welfare changes
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Juveniles as young as 14 could be
tried as adults for serious crimes
such as rape and murder under
two bills passed by the Kentucky
House
The bills also would ease restrictions on where juveniles can be

detained.
The House passed those and
other measures on Thursday, including a bill that would make
several changes in the state's Aid
to Families with Dependent
Children program
The juvenile code measures,

House Bills 343 and 452, both passed 95-0.
Under the bills, county attorneys could request that
juveniles be tried as adults if they
are charged with a serious felony
crime such as murder, rape,
assault or armed robbery The

Good luck in the NCAA MSU Racers

bills also provide for trying older
minors as adults for less serious
offenses.
Current law prohibits trial as an
adult for a juvenile who is a firsttime offender.
(Cont'd on page 3)
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Beginning Sunday, March 20th, 1 p.m.

Open House and
Anniversary
We In rite You To Our Store From
One to Fire this Sunday Afternoon

Afternoon of

FUN FOR ALL

FREE $2 000
In 1:011CCrl

We have just received must of
the new furniture from our purchases
at the winter market and we want to
show it off.
Make your plans to be here
Sunday. You will see the finest
furniture in the south.

FREE DRA WINGS for lots
of prizes. Just register.

The Lon Soh
-Good Time Band"
Playing Lire in
Our Store 1 to 5.
Music You Will Like and
Enjo. 3k1.- o broadcasting
the entire afternoon on
WTPR 710, KQ105 and
Radio WSJP, Murray, Ky.

SSIISSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

Guess ho%
_ _ many
. one s
$ dollar bills in our cage s
S
• and 'sou win it all.
S

Air fare — hotel
4 Days — 3 Nights
Just Register to Win

Pick Ii)

We Hare Lots of Entertainment

iln cav of a tic a drawing
-will be held.i

For You and Hope You Will
SgSSSSSSSSSSS$SSSS.S'S

FREE Trip to the
Bahamas

Dinnette Suites
Oak Broyhill Rectangular

Table

w14 Cane Back Chairs.
(1 Only) Pine

Broyhill Server
Cotton Print Sofa

'934"

Pennsylvania House

'499"

,565., $59900

Beige Sofa

$1

Broyhill 7 Drawer

Queen Ann Highboy.

'949"

Berkline

Electric Recliner

$534"

$65500
$29900

4 Pc. Cherry Lane

Bedroom Suite

Bedroom Suite
Wood-Arm
Sola-Loveseat-Chair

Livingroom Suite
Murphy

Wilnterspring Mattress
Odd

699"

Wood-Arm Chairs

Special

Berkline (3 Only)

Wood Arm Recliners.

Padded Wood

$35000

Cocktail Tables

'4"
9
'299"

$499"

9900
s1299.'649"
'250"
'1,165°9,
$1

$399"

$3990°

$55000

*799"

'1 98"
'1 79"
Special'19"

Special

Maple

Magazine Lamp

Special

Maple

Bookend Table
Cherry Finish

Cabinet Table

Special

Glass & Brass

Floor Lamps

Special

Brass

Victorian Beds
Day Beds

$7900
515900
5g000
'89"
168°°
$40900

Special

Special
Special

Wood

Blanket/Bedspreads Racks

Special

57000
Special

Glass & Brass

Plant Stands

Refreshments

White & Brass

Glass & Brass

Nest-of-Tables

Trips

In.

chniert

11,865"
4 Pc. White wlOak Broyhill

Cedar Chest

Marimont

Reg. Size Sleeper

Tt"ritfter 4411%1;141r

5 Pc.(3 Only)

Market 414
Special Markdowns
For Example

:gime

Furniture

Music -- Singing

Unlock The Lock — in
6-1-00" Berkline Recliner

Spend Nunday Afternoon With IS.

Clayton-Marcus Camel Back

hes 1- 1 int

Cash -- Prizes --

Sind&

$3995

Special Purchase On Lamps

/
1
2 Price & Less
Lamp Shades
$4"

OH! Before You Get Lost in All Our Festivites
We will have the most exciting prices during this anniversary sale
you have ever seen. If you are going to purchase furniture in the
next two months make your plans to be here.

,Market 4/4 buwiture
414 N. MARKET STREET

PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

each
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House...

Legislative Briefs

(C,ont'd from page 1)
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API — Several bills aimed at changing the
state's liability insurance laws were approved Thursday by the Senate
Banking and Insurance Committee.
The three measures, sponsored by Rep. Bill Lear, D-Lexington, have
already passed the House.
House Biii 551 would make several changes in the way damages could
be awarded in liability cases and would also outline the liability limits
for cities and members of non-profit and charitable organizations.
HB552 would make numerous changes in the regulation of the insurance industry, including provisions to make liability insurance more
available.
House Concurrent Resolution 62 would request the state Supreme
Court to adopt measures to expand their authority over liability suits
and awards.
The bills embody recommendations made by a legislative task force
that studied the liability insurance issue.
FRANKFORT, Ky.( API — A House committee on Thursday approved a bill that would allow the sale of liquor by the drink in cities of the
fourth class.
. Senate Bill 273 would allow the sale of liquor by the drink in hotels,
motels and inns which have 50 or more sleeping units and dining.
facilities for 100 or more, and in restaurants that meet the same dining
facility requirement, said Sen. Danny Meyer, the sponsor of the
measure.
The bill also would allow cities of the fourth class to permit the sale of
distilled spirits and wine by the drink on Sunday, said Meyer, DLouisville.
FRANKFORT, Ky.( API — The House Labor and Industry Committee
on Thursday approved a bill that would force governments in Kentucky,
Including state government, to bargain with employee organizations.
House Bill 919 would force collective bargaining between government
and employee unions on issues such as wages, hours and other employment issues.
The bill's sponsor, Rep. Ron Cyrus, D-Flatwoods, said there may not
be enough time left this session to pass the bill, but said it should put
government on notice that employees are organizing.
Cyrus, who is head of the state AFL-CIO. said- one group of state
employees has already affiliated with a national union.
Unions, Cyrus said, will go to court to force the state to deal with them
on employee issues.
The state should implement a mechanism fordealing with employees
unions before court battles break out, he said.
But the chairman of the 210004n-timber Coalition of State Employee
Organizations told the committee that most state workers do not want to
unionize.
L.T. Harrod said uniOnization would "belittle and degrade the state
employee in the eyes of the general public."
The committee voted 12-3 in favor of the bill, but there are only seven
days left for the bill to pass both chambers.
————
FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP — The House Labor and Industry Committee
on Thursday approved a bill that would prohibit most employers from
requiring workers to submit to lie detector examinations.
Ray Cncicr, a lobbyist for the state AFL-CIO, said polygraph tests are
unreliable and intimidating.
The bill exempts the federal government, banks, savings and loans,
credit unions and law enforcement agencies.

Both bills also would allow
juveniles to be held in county jails
that have "sight and sound"
separation between juveniles and
adult prisoners.
Many judges have interpreted
the current juvenile code to prohibit housing juveniles anywhere
but in a separate facility. There
are only a few such facilities in the
state and judges have been faced
with releasing juvenile offenders
for lack of space.
HB452, as introduced on the
floor, would have allowed
juveniles to be detained in the
same building containing an adult
jail, but only if they were housed in
a separate portion or wing of the
building staffed by employees
trained to work with juveniles.
That section of the bill was
amended to allow the same "sight
and sound" provisions that are in
HB343. Rep. Tom Kerr, D-Taylor
Mill, the sponsor, said legislators
were concerned that without the
change, the bill would still not
allow a reasonable number of
facilities to hold juveniles.
He and other legislators pointed
out that changing the law to sight
and sound separation would
violate federal regulations and

Wilkinson...

(Cont'd from page 1)
nor's. Wilkinson said last year that
the PAC could be used to help candidates in legislative races.
Wilkinson later said he
misspoke and promised that the
PAC would only be used to promote a state lottery.
Senators were skeptical.
however, and have remained so.
Tensions were further heightened after a Wilkinson supporter filed to run against Senate Majority
Floor Leader Joe Wright of
Harried.
That opponent has since
withdrawn and Wilkinson declined
to discuss that matter on
Thursday.
Wilkinson said he is still lobbyFRANKFORT, Ky 1API — A bill blending recommendations of two
ing the General Assembly to aptask forces on election reform was approved Thursday by the Senate
prove a succession amendment
Elections and Constitutional Amendments Committee after undergoing
for placement on a November
several changes
referendum. Wilkinson said he
Chief among them was elimination of a requirement for clerks of the
wants the amendment to deal only
state's more populous counties — those containing cities of the first
with the issue of succession for
three classes — to select precinct officials randomly from computer
current and future statewide
lists
officers.
Senate Bill 385 combined recommendations of task forces appointed
Senators have said they want to
by Attorney General Fred Cowan and by leaders of the General
add another measure on the
Assembly The bill was sponsored by Sen Lam'Saunders, D-Louisville.
amendment that would allow for
longer terms for lawmakers.
cer clinics in conjunction with the
Wilkinson said he does not opMurray City schools for pose longer terms, but wants the
(Cont'd from page 1)
youngsters from 6 through 18.
succession matter to stand on its
according to Jachowicz.
Inquiries about the Collegiate own.
Collegiate YMCA at Murray YMCA director's position or ap"It just simply will not pass if
State has already been involved in
plications and resumes should be It's cluttered up," Wilkinson said.
several local programs, including addressed to . Philip J. Jachowicz,
Wilkinson said he has no coma Brownie Day for 1,100 Brownie
American Humanics, Carr Health plaints about how the Senate has
Scouts, an all-night lock-in for 150 Building, Murray State Universi- dealt with legislation he supports
fifth graders. a campus college
ty. Murray. Ky., 42071, telephone and picked Wright out for special
day for 150 fourth graders and soc502 762-3808.
praise.

cost-the state more than $600,000 in
federal money that goes to counties for prisoner transportation
expenses.
Both bills now go to the Senate
Kerr said the Senate sponsor of his
bill, Sen. Mike Moloney, D.
Lexington, might attempt to further amend the measure.
The House on Thursday also
passed HB381, an amended bill
that includes several measures
proposed by Rep. Tom Burch to
change the state's AFDC
program.
"It is my sincere hope that these
bills will help break the cycle of
generations of poverty in .Kentucky," Burch said.
Under the bill, welfare recipients would receive a 5 percent
increase in their monthly cheeks.
The increase would mean about
$10 a motel,more for a typical
AFDC fanlily of teree, said Burch,
D-Louisville
The bill also would change the
way income is calculated to allow
recipients to gradually ease off
welfare as they begin to earn more
through a job. Another provision
in the bill calls for special needs
allowances for education and
training expenses.
An "incentive" provision in the
bill would require the Cabinet for
Human Resources to prove that a
percentage of AFDC recipients
are being trained or educated for
jobs or are employed. If the
cabinet does not meet established
quotas, they would face reductions
in AFDC administrative funds.
Other bills passed by the House
included:
-HB1002, sponsored by Rep.
Tom Riner, D-Louisville, which
would expand the list of "aggravating circumstances" for
which the death penalty can be
sought in a capital case; 80-6.
—HB574, sponsored by Rep.
Walter Blevins, D-Morehead,
which would allow 16- and 17-yearolds to receive counseling at community mental health programs
without parental consent if the
counseling concerns alleged sexual or physical abuse by a parent;
91-4.
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Senate passes bill giving
power to legislative branch
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP — A
proposed constitutional amendment passed by the Kentucky
Senate would give the General
Assembly a veto over
bureaucratic regulations and
"restore the legislative branch to
its proper power," one lawmaker
said.
"It's our responsibility to make
the law, not the executive's," said
Sen. David LeMaster, who Sponsored Senate Bill 130.
But the executive branch essentially makes the law with its
regulatory power, LeMaster, DPaintsville, said Thursday.
The proposed amendment was
prompted by a 1984 state Supreme

Court ruling in a landmark lawsuit
brought by former Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr.,
The General Assembly had
created a permanent subcommittee to screen the administrative
regulations that state agencies
write to implement laws the
legislature enacts.
Brown's suit alleged the subcommittee was an unconstitutional intrusion by the legislative
branch on the executive and the
Supreme Court agreed.
The vote was 36-0 on SB130,
which now goes to-the House. If
passed there, the issue would
automatically be placed on the
November ballot.

KEA rally...
(Cont'd from page 1)
education, but without the money, we will not solve the problems of
education in this commonwealth," Jones said.
Brock said the rally showed the popular support for improvement in
education.
"We cannot let this,effort die," Brock said.
KEA President David Allen said it was up to teachers to lead the
fight for education.
Allen was sharply critical of Wilkinson and his commitment to
education.
"The governor's current priority is his own succession," Allen said.
Wilkinson refuted that statement and again questioned whether
Allen and the KEA truly represent the teachers in Kentucky.
Wilkinson chose, instead, to give his speech to reporters at a later
news conference.
The problem, Wilkinson said, is that the state just doesn't have the
money to give raises of more than 2 percent in 1989 and 5 percent in
1990.
"I'm not responsible for this mess we're in," Wilkinson said.
"We first have to get the state on firm financial footing.- Wilkinson
said.
Wilkinson said he is trying to attract more jobs to the state to improve its economy.
Allen said the General Assembly can pass tax increases to provide
more money for education if Wilkinson changes his stance:"The practical consideration is there's time left to do it," Allen
said. "And if he doesn't, he's got to face his own political realities."
Wilkinson, though, showed no inclination to change his stand on
Thursday and said flatly there will be no tax increases passed this
session of the legislature.

MARCH 19TH
TO 9 PM
STORE HOURS 9 AM
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shirts

COTTON SWEATERS

"YOUR SKIN CAN LOOK YOUNGER," says Pharmacist Robert Heldfond about his wrinkle
cream. EB5. to an interested onlooker They are shown above in a JCPenney Cosmetic Department.
Its an exciting stor of a pharmacist who developed
a wrinkle cream w hik.h women are requesting throughout the country.
Robert Heldfond is.making cosmetic headlines with
his E135 cream. His-dream since pharmacy school has
resulted in a wrinkle cream which is enjoying tremendous sales in department stores and is praised very
highly by customers.

Research lab tests show that EB5 helps facial lines
appear smoother when used twice daily And you'll be
so pleased to find that EB5 is 5 creams in one jar .
EB5 is a wrinkle cream, a moisturizer, a night cream, a
day cream. and a makeup base. . all in one.
Pharmacist Heldfond's EB5 Cream leaves the skin
feeling soft and velvety and younger-looking
If you are concerned about your stin appeahng to be
aging too quickly. try Hekifond Formula E85 Cream

Bonus Gift From Pharmacist Heldfond

EB5 FACIAL CLEANSER
discovers hs Pharmacist Heldiond which is
soap- free and cleans &kepis hut geniis without drsing skin
Esc:lung

For a limited time. Reg. $9.50
EB5 FACIAL CLEANSER as a BONUS GIFT
with purchase of E85 Facial Cream.
EB5 Cream is available at most JCPenney stores
Sold with a money-back guarantee
(Complete details available in Store)

PHARMACIST ROBERT HEL(WORD is shown above in his pharmacy
in Portland Orepon where hp first developed his wrinkle cream EB5
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WKU chief dropped A sneaky punch in the voting booth
the ball in decision
Western Kentucky University President Kern Alexander recently
expressed the fact that he wants to see expanded faculty and administrative involvement in the school's nationally-recognized student
newspaper, and yearbook. Because proposed changes would result in
the appointment of faculty editors, reports are classifying his actions
as an attempt to muzzle the feisty publication.
We, too, see the move as an unnecessary one.
Neither Western's newspaper, the Herald nor the Talisman, the
school's yearbook, currently have such positions.
According to Alexander, the implementation of such positions would
result in little changes in the way the publications are now being run.
Ironically, last November a faculty committee Alexander instructed
to review student publications recommended no substantial changes
be made in the operations of either publication.
That obviously didn't suffice. This week Alexander called the committee back wanting to see the following:
,r Expanded university publication committees with power to appoint
faculty editors, who in turn would appoint the student editors. Student
members of the committee would be appointed-by the student
government.
r Academic credit for working on the newspaper and yearbook and a
limited staff consisting only of those receiving credit.
Although the WKU president defends his position as saying the college newspaper is no different from a chemistry lab, some are suggesting the proposed changes are the result of the newspaper's continued coverage of Alexander in the midst of such controversial issues
as plans for a campus in Glasgow, faculty concerns over his appointment of administrators and his recent failure to meet with other
university presidents and Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
The paper, which has a circulation of approximately 10,000 meets
most of its expenses from advertising revenues — $121,824 last year.
Staff members at the paper are currently paid wages amounting to
approximately $45 for a two-week period for a senior reporter instead
of receiving college credits.
As we see it, limiting the freedom and creative abilities of the
press, or even proposing changes that appear to suggest such offenses, is a serious, and questionable course of action to be taken by
any college president.
Alexander may be biting off more than he can chew by announcing
the need for better fiscal control and stronger organization of two
university publications already the recipient of national recognition.
Western's journalism department, headed by Jo-Ann Huff Albers, is
one of the most envied and highly-respected journalism departments
anywhere. Students who leave WKU are all-but-guaranteed immediate consideration for positions in their field
To tamper with, or attempt to fix, a program that is in no present
need of repairs is uncalled for. Alexander. on the court of journalism,
is guilty of a "fourth foul" and should be sent to the bench to contemplate his offenses before being allowed to re-enter the game. i And
let's not forget what happens to players after their fifth foul. I
Our stance coincides with that of a profound old adage... 'If it ain't
broke, why fix it?"

Decisions, decisions. With the
conventions just around the corner, I still haven't decided who I
want to receive presidential
nominations.
So I asked my friend Slats Grobnik if he could provide any
guidance.
"Well, you could take the
sneaky route."
What's that?
"Ask for a Republican ballot
and vote for Georgie Bush, the
sunshine kid."
But I'm not particularly fond of
Bush. I suspect him of saying:
"Have a nice day." It would be
hard for me to vote for someone
who says: "Have a nice day."
"That's the whole sneaky idea.
If Bush 'gets the nomination, he'll
be the easiest guy for the
Democrats to beat. So by voting
for him, you'll be helping the
Democrats."
I see your logic. But I really find
Bob Dole a more appealing
character. I'm sure he never goes
around saying: "Have a nice
day."
"You bet. And if someone said
that to him, he'd probably say:
'Don't tell me what kind of day to
have. If I want to have a lousy day.
I'll have one."
A man after my own heart. But
since Dole is running so far
behind, would my vote matter?
"Probably not. But you could
feel good about being for an
underdog."
That's true. And it would be an
appropriate gesture with the Cubs
about to begin a new season.
"Right. But on the other hand, if
enough people felt that way, Dole
might make a comeback, get on a
roll and maybe even win."

pension funds to invest in low-cost
housing and help the needy.
"Uh-huh, that sure is an original
idea. Millions of working stiffs,
and Jesse wants to take their pension money and gamble it on housing projects. So if these projects go
belly-up, what's he going to give
them when they retire — tin cups?
He says that if the projects flop,
That would be dramatic.
the government will guarantee the
"Sure, but it would be bad news
pension funds.
for the Democrats, because he'd
"In other words, he'll have to
be much harder for them to beat
raise our taxes to cover the money
than Bush."
the pension funds might lose."
I keep hearing that, but I'M not
Something like that.
sure I understand why.
"Hey, the guy is a financial
"Because eventually, Bush is
wizard. What's he going to go after
going to have to get around to benext, my kid's piggy bank?"
ing something more than Ronald
He does seem a bit vague about
Reagan's shadow. He can't spend
how he'll pay for things.
the rest of the year just showing
"Maybe he'll put Operation
that commercial with Ronnie putPush in charge of the national
ting his arm over his shoulder
budget."
when they stroll around the White
So who does that leave me as a
House. You see that one? We don't candidate?
even hear what they're saying. I'll
"There's always Paul Simon.
bet Reagan is saying: 'Georgie, He probably won't win, but it
I've been wondering something. would make him feel good to get a
What have you been doing with
nice vote. Then maybe he wouldn't
yourself the last seven years?"
always look like he's smiling even
No, I don't think I could vote for though he's got a toothache."
Bush, even for sneaky reasons.
But if I vote for Simon, wouldn't
"Then you have to think about I feel that I was a white racist for
one of the Democrats. How about not voting for Jackson" How
Jesse? He's a hometown boy, would my conscience survive?
right? Except when he's in South
"Don't worry about it. A lot of
Carolina and says he's a the big-shot black politicians who
hometown boy there, tocr:" say they love Jackson this year
True. And he has cote out couldn't stand the sight of him four
strongly against the use of drugs.
years ago. And they're not losing
"Big deal. Are there candidates' any sleep."
who have come out strongly in
That's true. So I can also confavor of drugs?"
sider voting for Michael Dukakis.
Now that you mention it, no. But
"What for? If you vote for him,
he does have some original ideas. you're just going to make Simon
For example. he wants to use the feel bad. Didn't you tell me that
billions of dollars in the nation's Simon sends you Christmas

Looking Back

Senate Week In Review

Next week in Senate
expected to be hectic
By SEN. GREG KIGDON
Only 15 working days remain
before the curtain falls on the 1988
Kentucky General Assembly.
This is especially significant since
many of the most critical issues
facing us have yet to reach the
Senate floor, and dozens and
dozens of bills — both major and
minor — are awaiting action. This
means the next three weeks are
going to be unusually hectic.
Topping the list, of course, is the
state budget. Also waiting in the
wings are such major concerns as
amending the state constitution,
election reform, and education.
All these and more will get their
day in the sun as the session enters
its final days. But all are shadowed by the same dark cloud:
Money, or the lack thereof.
Throughout this session, we've
been largely hamstrung by
budgetary uncertainty and
revenue concerns. The picture has
been muddled at best, as we've
tried to work within the tightest
gubernatorial spending proposal
in memory — without raising
taxes.
Long and exhausting hours of
budget hearings have set the
stage, and the final drama should
begin unfolding this week. By the
time you read this, the House is
expected to have formally released its own draft budget for all to
see.
(Budget bills always originate in
the House, but our Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee,conducts its own hearings
and sets its own spending

priorities. So when we receive the
House proposal, we discuss it in
depth, amend it where we feel appropriate, and vote on it as equal
partners in the budg?t-writing
process.)
Another critical decision we must
make involves what constitutional
amendments should be placed on
the ballot for voters this
November. A maximum of four
may be submitted each session,
and last week a Senate committee
passed out three.
They include amendments to:
— Allow the placing of limits on
certain damage awards arising
out of liability lawsuits. Currently,
the state constitution forbids such
statutory limitations.
— Authorize the Legislature to
veto administrative regulations
promulgated by state agencies, if
we determine the regulations
violate legislative intent.
—Permit elected statewide officials to succeed themselves for
up to two terms, and lengthen
terms of office for senators and
representatives.
Previously, the full Senate passed
an amendment aimed at curbing
the use of broad-form deeds in
coal regions. A House version of
that amendment last week cleared
a committee in that chamber.
Under an informal agreement, the
Senate and House split the four
allowable amendments, so two
from each chamber wind up on the
general-election ballot. At this
point, it is uncertain which of the
four Senate amendments we've
looked at so far will go to the
voters.
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cards?"
Yes. And he even gave me an
autographed copy of one of his
books. Someday I might even read
it.
"What's Dukakis ever done for
you? Besides, he's from
Massachusetts."
What's that got to do with it?
"The last time we had a president from that state, he turned the
White House into a version of
Hefner's mansion."
I suppose I could consider
Albert Gore.
"Yeah, he's the kid who says we
should get away from the politics
of the past and have the politics of
the future."
That's right. An inspiring
slogan.
"Except I don't know what it
means. It was the politics of the
past tha got him where he is today. His aid man was a senator for
years. He taught the kid all he
knows about politics. So is he saying that his old man didn't know
what he was doing" If there's
anything I can't stand, it's an
ingrate."
"You haven't helped me at all.
So tell me, who are you going to
vote for?
"I'll tell you. I was watching this
news show, And it showed Georgie
Bush getting off an airplane. And
there was this military guy with a
guard dog. So Geoge reaches down
to pet the dog and the dos tries to
take a chunk out of him and
Georgie jumped 3 feet high. Then
he smiles. Can you imagme2 A
dog tries to chew on you and you
smile at it.?"
So you're voting for Bush?
"Nah. I'm voting for Dole. He
woulda bit the damn hound back."

Letter To The Editor

Budget should include education funding
Dear Editor:
By now, surely every Kentuckian with any interest in current events understands that we
do not have enough money to meet
all the demands on the General
Fund of the Commonwealth. The
public is surely aware that Governor Wilkinson wants to take
money from tha road fund, the
teachers' retirement fund, and the
Fish and Wildlife fund in order to
balance the budget. We are all
aware of the lack of funds to adequately finance elementary and
secondary education. The budget
projections dramatically
demonstrate that we do not have
adequate funds to finance the
reforms of elementary and secondary education that have already
been passed into law and no one
seems to have a clue as to where
we well get funds to finance the
latest reforms of elementary and
secondary education that are being recommended by Governor
Wallace Wilkinson. Anyone who
can read knows that inadequate
funds have been recommended for
higher education. Concerned
citizens, educators and advocates
are voicing their concern, as well
they should.
The traditional lobby groups
({EA, KSBA, KASA, KASS, and
PTA) have been visible and
diligent in communicating their
needs to the Governor and the

General Assembly. Supporters of
higher education have rallied in
Frankfort to make their point and
the media have been very
straight-forward in communicating the need for additional
funds in elementary and secondary and higher education in Kentucky, Those needs are real, and
every objective review of the conditions of the Commonwealth concludes that our relative economic
and social status will not improve
much until we spend more money
on elementary, secondary and
higher education
"
But, in all the fray, through all
the words, with all the expressed
emotion, there is a big question
that remains unanswered. What
has happened to the efforts to address the educational needs of the
undereducated adult population in
Kentucky? Where is the voice that
is speaking for the education and
training needs of over half of the
population of the Commonwealth'
When will the members of the
General Assembly that understand this problem step forward
with a plan that addresses the problem? Does Governor Wilkinson
plan to ignore that part of the Kentucky First Plan that could really
make a difference for this population? Can Superintendent Brock
accomplish his goal to improve
post-secondary vocational education in Kentucky by operating with

a major reduction in funds' Can
the Department of Education
make major improvements in the
basic skills of the workforce when
less than two dollars per person is
allocated to accomplish the task'
The undereducated worker in
Kentucky represents a major
threat to our eonomic corn•
petitivenes. The undereducated
parent hampers efforts to improve
elementary and secondary educati6n and all the efforts to improve
the quality of higher education
cannot succeed when almost 50
percent of the adult population do
not have the credentials to even
apply for admission. The problem
cannot be ignored. Policy makers
must be creative in the development of plans to address the needs
of the undereducated adult and
steadfast in their commitment to
those plans. The plans for improvement must not be allowed to
become fragmented by the turf
protectors, watered down by those
unwilling to be held accountable,
and drowned out by the demands
for help from elementary, secondary, and higher education. A
literate, educated populace in
Kentucky can only become a reality when the educational needs of
all of the citizens are met.
— Sincerely,
Sharon Darling
455 Fourth Avenue
Louisville, Kentucky 40202

Ten years ago
Murray High School Glee Club.
directed by Joan Bowker, will participate in American Music
Festival at Opryland - USA.
Nashville, Tenn.. April 21 and 22.
Brian Doyle. Tim Burchfield,
Robin Adams, David Mikulcik and
Lynn Rogers of Boy Scout Troop 13
of Murray participated in Outdoor
Enrichment Senes Program on
Weather at Camp Energy Group
Camp at Land Between the Lakes
Sing and Tell Group, directed by
Wayne Halley, minister of music
of First Baptist Church. will pre.
sent a concert at 7 p m service at
church_ They have just returned
from a tour of Texas, Arkansas.
Tennessee and Missoun
Twenty years ago
The Duet Acting Team of Gary
Adams and Jane Shoemaker of
Calloway County High School,
Mrs. Buron Jeffrey, director, won
a superior rating at aqnual
Regional Speech-Debate Festival
at Murray State University.
James Frank Wilson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J.B. Wilson, has been
granted a fellowship by U.S
Atomic Energy Commission for
third year of study atKniversity of
Tennessee, Knoxville.
Ray E. Hale, son of Mr and
Mrs R.E. Hale, Rt. 6, Murray, has
been promoted to major in U.S.
Air Force at Scott AFB, Belleville,
Ill
Thirty.years ago
Murray State College Library
will have an open house on March
21 in observance of National
Library Week.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Eury Collins, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. J. Mason Ross, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. William F. Boone
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Mills
Paul W. Shahan will direct the
Murray State College Symphonic
Band at its spring concert on
March 20 at 8:15 p.m in college
auditorium
Arts and Crafts Club held its
March meeting at the home of
Mrs. J.T. Wallis.
Forty years ago
Senior Class of Murray Training
School will present a play, "Come
Over To Our House" on April 1 and
2 in Little Chapel at Murray State
College. Cast members will be
Willodean Goodwin, John Shelton,
Bob Trevathan, Joe Rogers, Ralph
Boyd, Cecil West, Bob Wade,
Ralph Morris, Isaac Dowdy, Betty
Yancey, Marian Copeland, Jacqueline Sharbrough, Mary
Parker, Frances Horton and
Evelyn Franklin.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs Morris Wilson,
March 16.
Betty June Drinkarliand James
E. Coleman were maTried March
13 by the Rev. H.P. Blankenship at
his home.
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MURRAY TODAY
By Shirley Johnson

if4)
F.\IJSTS IN NAVAL RESERVE — Danny E. Robinson, right, recently
enlisted in the U.S. Naval Reserve and took the oath from LCDR A. Kernosky of the Naval Reserve Center. VN1 Don Neal of Naval Reserve
recruiting office said the Advanced Pay Grade Program that 813
Robinson enlisted under provides for the enlistment in the Naval
Reserve of personnel, at an advance pay grade who are employed in a
civilian occupation which relates to an undermanned U.S. Navy Rating.
813 Robinson lives at Murray and is employed at Robinson & Son Contracting. Petty Officer Neal says anyone desiring information concerning the Naval Reserve and the many benefits and opportunities it has to
offer can see him at Naval Reserve Center at 2530 Maria Louise Lane,
Cape Girardeau, Mo. 63701 or call him at 1-314-335-0045.

Miirray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

SILVER PROFILES

We continue our listing of those financial support from the prowe wish to thank for what they do ceeds received from the sale of
for us.
these chips.
And what would we do without
The Luther Parks Trust Fund,
the cooperation and support of the as provided by the will of the late
Murray Ledger & Times. It is inMr. Parks, was earmarked for our
deed a cooperative endeavor. With organization. Financial assistance
oalendlir listings, the publishing of,from this fund in a specified
the weekly menus for Meals on amount comes to us on an annual
Wheels, it remains another of our
basis.
visible sources of information.
Radio Stations WSJP, WNBS
The Merchants, who participate and WKMS support us in many
in our Senior Citizens Discount
ways, by reporting news events,
Cards, are to be praised. The snow-day cancellations involving
cards can be purchased for a
Meals-on-Wheels, occasional innominal fee at our office and the
terviews with appropriate people
complete list of these businesses is of our organization to a radio veravailable there. Every bit of sav- sion of Silver Profiles. They proing to many ;liver citizens is vital
vide an important service to use.
to their qua ty of life and truly
The monthly edition of Senior
appreciated.
Citizens News is yet another vehiThe Posh Hickory Chips, which
cle for public information. Pat and
many of you purchased during the
Gary Stockhaus, the editors of the
outdoor cooking season, gives us ews must be thanked for providing
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a forum for us as well as the other
seven Purchase area counties'
senior citizens.
The Rotary Club of Murray
gives us financial support by way
of a cash contribution. This is
given specifically for the Mealson-Wheels.
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held its
Valentine Brunch on Feb. 13 of
this year. They share their profit
with us and two other worthy
organizations. What a nice gesture
by them.
As a member organization of
The United Way of Murray and
Calloway County, funds are
allocated to us which add needed
dollars to our operating budget.
Many of you help us by your contribution to that fund. Our thanks
to you and to the administration of
The United Way for sharing and
caring.
There is a two-way cooperation

between the following and us: the
Bureau of Social Services, the
Department of Employment Services the Health Care Services,
the Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association, the Murray Office of West Kentucky Allied
Service, Murray-Calloway County
Need Line, and the Board
Members of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens
organization.
We cannot thank everyone
enough; but we will keep trying. It
is a fact that we could not survive
without all who help. Whether it is
money, substance, people-hours,
or whatever form of assistance
that comes to us, we are grateful,
we use it wisely, and we hope that
all of you will continue to grace us
with these contributions in the
future.
We could not exist in our present
state without each and everyone of
you. THANK YOU.

RE-OPENING FRIDAY, MARCH-18TH
-18TH
*Now Serving Breakfast 7-10 a.m.*
This Weekend, FREE Coffee With Any
Breakfast Plate.
*Serving Hot Plate Lunches & Dinners

DATEBOOK

1 Meat & Choice of 3 Vegetables
Open -7 a.m.-7 p.m. Wed.-Sun.

Leslie Adams named to list
Leslie Adams, a sophomore at Oglethorpe University, Atlanta, Ga.,
has been named to the dean's list for the fall semester. to be named to
the dean's list requires that a student have a 3.5 grade point average
GPA and carry 14 or more hours per semester. Miss Adams, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. John A. Adams of Murray, is a graduate of Murray High
School.

Valley Drive-In
Hwy. 94 E. (3 mi. W. of Kenlake State Park)
Ims,;•
•

•

Al;
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Mason Holliday Forrest born
Dr. and Mrs. Ted format of Louisville are the parents of a daughter,
Mason Holliday, born on Saturday, Feb. 27, at 6:36 a.m. at Norton
General -Hospital, Louisville. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. William
Little of Wadesboro, N.C., and Capt. and Mrs. Gaylord Forrest of
Murray

1988
SPRING
TRUNK SHOWING
•• •

Jessica Lee Pickard born
THETA MEETING — Teresa Harper, registered dietitian at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, center front, talks with Margaret Cavitt,
right, in top photo at February meeting of Theta Department of Murray
V.onian'% ('Iuh. She discussed the diets of the day and gave special hints
to help to control one's weight and cholesterol. She was introduced by
Anna Mae Thurman. program chairman. Others in top picture include,
from left, Oneida Boyd, Lucy Ann Forrest, Wilma Beatty and Maxine
Scott. In bottom photo, Betty Beaman, left, and Jan Hough, hostesses,
prepare refreshments to be served. The department will meet Monday.
March 21, at 7 p.m. at the club house with Shirley Winters to present a
program on "Breacimaking." Hostesses will be Jo Burkeen and Maxine
Scott.

Mr. and Mrs. Roger M. Pickard of Rt. 8, Box 125, Benton, are the
parents of a daughter, Jessica Lee, weighing nine pounds, measuring
21 14 inches, born on Wednesday. March 2, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Robert Marsh of Rt. 8, Benton,
and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Pickard of Rt. 1, Lavinia, Tenn.

Special Order Spring
and Summer Dresses,
Cottage-Made and of
the finest Chintz.

Bryan completes training
Army National Guard Pvt. Benjamin P. Bryan III, son of Phil and
Sarah L. Bryan of Rt. 7, Murray, has completed training as an Army
military police specialist under the one station unit training (OSI:TI
program at Fort McClellan, Ala. OSUT is a 13-week period which combines basic training with advanced individua training. Bryan was trained in civil and military law, traffic control, map reading and selfdefense. He is a 1987 graduate of Calloway County High School.

Showing:

Tuesday
March 22
9:00-5:00
On•the•square
Murr2y

Sewing class starts Monday
An Adult Sewing Class will begin Monday, March 21, at6 p.m. in Room
112 at Calloway County High School. Marlene Beach, teacher of vocational home ecomonics at the school, will be the instructor for the class.
There will be a $10 registration fee. All interested persons are invited to
attend For information call 753-5479 or 753-2350.
(Cont.('on page 6)

Earth Day will
bethis Sunday

bimm....

11111111 441.

>f

CLASS
RINGS

NEW YORK I AP) — "Earth
Day" comes this Sunday — at the
spring equinox — with an appeal
for ringing of church bells at noon,
and for people to pause for two
minutes to pray for peace.
Lutheran John McConnell of
Brooklyn, promoter of the day
dedicated to peaceful care of the
planet, says participation has
been increasing since the annual
observance began in 1970.
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BARGAIN SHOWS•Cheri&Cine
Sat. & Sun. Afternoons
Tuesday Nite•All Seats $250

Gold Lance Class Rings

From $00

0,

Fast 2-4 Week Delivery!

Michelsons
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center. Murray

-1.1•••••

-E.P4a.t.

PAINTS
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(1:30) 7:10 ONLY
Sale

Ends
May 1 sf
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$13.00
Only $24.00
• Only $34.50
Only

OS%)

Reg. $18.151
Keg. $27.50

For A Visit Call 753-2266
Tanning Hours. M-T

GREGORY
HINES

(3:20) 9:00 ONLY

ip6410".

(1:30, 3:30) 7:10, 9:15

Hold everything' The Collets ore drooping in
on Miami Beach lot on oil new adventure
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Wier ne mel
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Let.*
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148"paint

Rog. $37.541

HeadQuarters
71
.5 So 12th St

WILLEM
DAFOE

IN NITS
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5 Visits
19 Visits
15 Visits

•ENDS THUR.•

RICHARD PRYOR

FRS,f.t''Summer isn't going to be much fun now that Headquarters
has NEW WOLFF SUNTANNI.Mi BEDS. Mom says she can
get a deep, dark tan in a lot less time than she could if shr
tanned outside. And, their A.M. Tanning Special from 8 to
12 makes it handy for her to tan while I'm in school."

(1:30, 3:25) 7:10, 9:05

F & Sat R-5. Sun 1-5
•

ASSIGNMENT MIAMI BEACH

Terry's Paint and
Decorating Center
Southside Shopping Center

(1:30, 3:30) 7:20, 9:15
753-332 1
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Compton-Overbey vows are said

Doc Severinsen
& TV orchestra
making albums

PAGEANT PARTICIPANT - Karla Kay Blakely, 8, daughter of Larry
and Kay Blakely of Murray, has been selected as a participant in the
1988 Kentucky Junior Star Pageant, official state preliminary to the National Junior Star Pageant. to be held Sunday, July 17, at Sheraton Lake
View, Louisville. The state winner will receive a round trip flight to the
national pageant which will include a representative from every state
and Puerto Rico to be held in late October in Orlando, Fla. Each winner
will also receive a cash award and other gifts. Plaques will be awarded
to the top four alternates and to winners of superlative awards for best
personality, most poised and miss photogenic. Contestants will be judged on their poise, personality, interview and appearance. Miss Blakely's
sponsors include Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, D.& W. Auto Supply. The
Family Tree, and Peoples Bank.

Country Ham Breakfast
Includes Country Ham, 2 .Eggs. Biscuits & Gravy

$285

Sat & Sun -March 19th-20th

Dinner Bell
Hwy. 45 N.

247-5736

Mayfield(Across from General Tire)

LOS ANGELES 1AP) Trumpet-playing bandleader Doc
Severinsen says that having his
television orchestra do albums
seemed like a crazy idea, but it
brought concert bookings and
Grammy awards.
"Maybe there's life for big-band
records, after all," Severinsen
said in a recent interview.
Though his Tonight Show Band
gets nationwide exposure on
Johnny Carson's show, albeit for
30 seconds at a time, Severinsen
said the idea of an album didn't
arise until 1986 when Lenny Silverman of tiny Amherst Records proposed it.
"It turned out so well that we
immedidately went in and did
'Volume Two," followed by a
sold-out concert tour, Severinsen
said.
The Tonight Show • Band's
"Volume One" made an impressive crossover jump to the pop
charts and won a Grammy last
year for best big-band. album.
"Volume Two" won a Grammy
for Bill Holman's arrangement of
the jazz classic, "Take the 'A'
Train."

Mr. and Mrs. Junior Compton
announce the marriage of their
youngest daughter, Ginger Gail, to
Kenny Overbey, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Albert Overbey.
The wedding vows were solemnized in a private candlelight
ceremony on Saturday, March 5,
at 6 p.m. at Kirksey Baptist
Church.
Randy Shelton, brother-in-law of
the bride, officiated.
The bride wore an ivory two
piece silk cocoon tea length dress
with matching shoes. She wore
pearl accessories. He flowers
were a medley of spring flowers.
A reception followed the
ceremony in the fellowship hall of
the church.
The reception table, overlaid
with a yellow lace cloth, was
centered with a spring bouquet
flanked by gold candles.
An antique punch bowl was used
that had belonged to the bride's
grandmother. Crystal plates and
gold flatware were used.
After the reception the couple
left for a wedding trip to Disney
World and the Orlanda, Fla., area.
The new Mrs. Overbey is
employed by Sears of Murray and
Apple Blossom Boutique.
Mr. Overbey is self-employed as
a farmer.
The bridal couple is residing on
Rt. 2, Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Oyerhev
School lunch menus sponsored b loung-at-Heart.

DATEBOOK
(Coordfrom page 5)

Reflections -will give program

SANTA'S ATTIC
proudly agnounces
its re-opening
March 21, 1988
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Visithrs' Night planned by club
11*,•

Enjoy a feeling of Christmas
all year as you browse through
our new selection of gifts and
accessories for all occasions.
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West Side Court Square

Six weeks from now you
could be 25 lbs. lighter.
Don't Let Another Week Go By.
Our dieters lose an average of 17 to 25 lbs. in just
six weeks. And so can ,you..
Our counselors will show you how to lose weight
quickly, feel great, and keep the weight off. So call
now for a free consultation. Six weeks special starting March 21st.

Diet
Center.
11;1 I
f
f

1210 Johnson Blvd.

The Youth Club of First United Methodist Church will have Visitors'
Night on Wednesday, March 23. at 5 p.m. Each Youth Club member may
invite one friend. Reservations must be made by Sunday. March 20, by
calling the church office. "It is important that we have the correct
number in order to make seating arrangements at the dinner hour," a
church spokesman said.

Pyppeteers to be at local church
Memorial Baptist Church Puppeteers will present a special program
on Sunday. March 20. at 6 p.m. at North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. located on Roy Graham Road off Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road. Wayne Cathey is director of the Puppeteers. A
social hour will follow. The public is invited to attend, a church
spokesman said.

Youth Club plans skating party
Youth Club of First Christian Church will have a skating party on
Monday, March 21, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating of Murray. The
cost will be 12 per person. The Youth Club will have "Button & Sticker"
Night on Wednesday, March 23, at 4:45 p.m. Everyone is to wear as
many buttons and stickers as they can.

Coin Club will meet on Sunday
Western Kentucky Coin Club will meet Sunday. March 20, at 2 p.m. at
Paducah Public Library at Paducah. This is open. free of charge, to all
persons interested in coins.

Story Hour theme announced

Diet Hotira:
kl-F 7:30-12:30, 2:30-5:00
Sat. 10:00 to NOON
753-0020

L

Tubby's
Turbo Delivery
Your fresh and delicious Tubby's sandwich will come hot to your door'

Sandy Linn, program director for Calloway County Public Library.
said the theme of "Our Hospital Friends" will be used for Story Hours on
Tuesday and Wednesday, March 22 and 23, instead of the previously announced theme. Mrs. Linn said this theme will be used in honor of National Children and Hospital Week. "We at the library would like to join
Murray-Calloway County Hospital in introducing young children to the
hospital and the people who make up the health care team. We hope that
in doing this that we help to lessen childre,n's fears of a hospital stay. We
have some fun activities and special visitors planned for the children,"
Mrs. Linn added.

Secretaries will meet Monday
Murray Chapter of Professonal Secretaries International will meet
Monday, March 21, at 7 p.m. at University Branch of Bank of Murray.
Interviews for the Secretary of the Year finalists will be conducted. All
members are urged to attend.

Murray Lodge plans meeting
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet Monday,
March 21, at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall on Highway 121 North, Coldwater
Road. This is an important year in the history of the Murray Lodge. On
Aug. 29, 1988, the lodge wll be celebrating its 150th birthday. "From time
to time between now and Aug. 29, we will attempt a few articles regarding the history along with some of the principles and other comments
regarding free Masonary. We hope that in this way this community may
become better acquainted with our fraternity," said Roy Harmon. The
celebration will cose on Aug. 29 with an open house for all Masons, their
families and guests. Paul Henry Jr. is listed as master of the lodge.
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Buy in who or half sub of your choice. receive
an identical sub of equal or Wow vskw FREE
One coupon per customer per order
Excludes Party Subs
.
Expires 3(31(88 Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
7 "t 5095
'
North 12th St

I
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Fashions
Menus for . the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of March 21 to
25 have been released by Joanna
Adams, food service director for
Calloway County Schools. and
Judy Hina, food service coordinator of Murray City Schools_
The menus are subject to occasional change because of the
availability of food or other
special occasions.
Menus are as follows:
--- CALI,OW A Y COUNTY
- -- Breakfast
Mooday - French toast stix;
Tuesday - blueberry muffin;
Wednesday - toast and jelly;
Thursday - sausage and biscuit;
Friday - honeybun. Cereal, milk
and juice are available daily
- --Calloway High
Monday - submarine sandwich
or crispito," chili; Tuesday - chili
and crackers or barbecue ribs;
Wednesday - hot ham and cheese
or breakfast for lunch, sausage on
biscuit" scrambled eggs; Thursday - Sloppy Joe sandwich or
chicken nuggets; Friday - corn
dog or country fried steak. Pizza.
cheeseburger, salad bar, hamburgers. fruits, vegetables,
desserts, fruit drink and milk are
available daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday - submarine sandwich
or crispito/chili; Tuesday cheeseburger or turkey and dressing; Wednesday - Nacho dog or
vegetable, soup wigrthed cheese
sandwich; Thursday - pizzi aburger or corn dog; Friday hamburger or sweet and sour
chicken. Pizza, salad bar, fruits,
'vegetables, desserts, milk and
fruit drink are available daily.
East, North
and Southwest
Monday - chicken noodle soup
w/grilled cheese or hamburger;
Tuesday - breakfast for lunch,
sausage on biscuit/egg or ham and
cheese sandwich; Wednesday 111111:;
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We're Your
Video
Headquarters
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4-BUTTON. 7-CYCLE
DURA JOTM UNDERCOUNTER
DISHWASHER
•Super Scrub cycle for pots and pans
•Dura 10im tub ond door liner with
10 year warranty
•3 level wash system
•Lorge capacity uppe. rodt
•On/Off indicator light
•Soft food disposer
•Reverstble frnr
,

WEEKEND SPECIAL

Rent 3 Movies
Get 1 FREE
Members Get 2 FREE
Pickup Fri. bring back Mon.,

•2 HMI 5***mrw1n*** •2 Riddle Miele
•2 Medium Mire. •2 I. Orden FAN

•Kuddlis Meals include sandwich chips & drink Not
valid with any other coupon Excludes Party Subs
E.Dires .1 31 ll3f1
753 505(

lasagne or turkey club sandwich;
Thursday - Mexican pizza or
barbecue sandwich: Friday turkey and dressing or corn dog.
Fruits, vegetables, salads.
desserts, milk and fruit drink are
available daily.
- -I itR.41' CITY
- --Murray High
Monday - fish w 'cheese and
hushpuppies or grilled cheese:
Tuesday - meat loaf w Tolls or
fiestada; Wednesday - turkey
roasts w gravy and rolls or ham
and cheese sandwich: Thursday burritoes w meat sauce or
Chuckwagon. Friday - beef stew
w1 cornbread or corn dog. Potato
bar will be on Tuesday and Taco
Bar on Thursday Choice of fruits
and vegetables., french fries, pizza, milk and .fruit juice are
available daily:
Murray Middle
Monday - corn dog or hamburger. Tuesday - taco or hot
ham and cheese, Wednesday meat loaf and rolls or corned beef
sandwich, Thursday - chili dog
)r hot ham and cheese; Friday ourritoes w chili or cheeseburger
Pizza. French fries, choice of
'ruits and vegetables, fruit drink
Ind milk are available daily
Carter Center
Monday - corn dog or hamburger, Tuesday - pizza or
peanut butter and jelly sandwich:
Wednesday - sliced turkey and
gravy. Thursday - beef hoagie or
chef salad w,crackers; Friday pimento cheese sandwich or
peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
Choice of fruits and vegetables
and milk are available daily.
Robertson ('enter
Monday - hamburger or wiener
wink. Tuesday - pizza or foot
long hot dog; Wednesday - turkey
roast w Iravy and rolls; Thurs.
day - hamburger or Sloppy Joe;
Friday - pizza or chili w/sandwich. Choice of fruits and
vegetables and milk are available
daily.
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Shops

• SUIPER8 FAMILY SUPPER SPECIAL
$9.99+ Tax

Children-%

I

I

•

yvunG aheart. Inc.

Reflections will present a program on Sunday, March 20, following the
6 p.m. worship service at Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ.
Members of the group from Mayfield are Dennis Youngblood, Sharon
Youngblood, Don Nowlin, Bart Dawson. Marsha Leonard and Linda
ttend this special musical program.
Payne. The public is invited

Don't forget
our weekly
movie specials
"thoose from over
2750 movies
Open III 8 Fri.
& 6 Sat.

I

•

me a
Chestnut
Hills Shoppin
Center
_ _
_

Wt. Service What We Sell

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center - Hwy 641 N.
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)
759-1505
.
S

Rent A VCR for
Only $8.95
& get a FREE mov)e.

RENTAL SALES
Ia

CENTER
WA S. AMOR St.

MANI
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Each wore burgundy satin floor
length dresses wit matching satin
tows with tiny flowers in their
hair. They carried bouquets of
mauve and burgundy flowers with
satin ribbon.
The groom wore a black
cutaway tuxedo with a white
pleated shirt, black bow tied and
cummerbund. He had a boutonniere of a white rose bud accented
with burgundy tiny flowers.
Jimmy Knight, father of the
groom. served as best man.
Groomsman was Craig Darnell,
cousin of the groom, Mitch Lilly
was ringbearer.
Ushers were Mitchell Knight,
brother of the groom, and Billy
Collins of Murray.
The men attendants wore black
tuxedoes with short coats, white
shirts and burgundy bowties and
cummerbunds. They had boutonnieres of white rose buds.
The mother of the bride wore a
burgundy satin tea length dress.
The groom's mother was attired in
a plum chiffon tea length dress.
Their corsages were of pink carnations with greenery, pink baby's
breath and burgundy ribbon.
Mrs. Linda Fain, aunt of the
bride, directed the wedding.
Jackie Fain, uncle of the bride,
took the pictures.
Miss Ginger Graham of Murray
kept the guest register.
A reception followed in the
fellowship hall of the church. Mrs.
Vickie Geurin was in charge.
The bridal table was overlaid
with a full length white lace cloth
accented with burgundy bows. The
white three-tiered wedding cake
was decorated by burgundy and
mauve flowerettes with a cluster
of silk flc4ers between each tier.
Complementing the table were
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Gordy, Atkins, and Hobbs win
second country music awards

Dunn-Knight vows solemnized at church
Miss Cynthia Lynn Dunn and
Jay Knight were married on Friday, Jan. 29, at University Church
of Christ. John Dale officiated at
the double ring ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Dunn of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Prentice Dunn and of
Leon Collins and the late Mrs.
Bessie Collins, all of Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr, and
Mrs. Jimmy Knight of Murray. He
Is the grandson of Mrs. Mason
Canady and the late Mr. Canady of
Murray and of Mrs. Irene Knight
and the late Cecil Knight of Almo.
The bride was escorted down the
aisle by her father and given in
marriage by her parents.
She wore a formal gown of white
satin and Chantilly lace.
The fitted bodice was designed
with a sheer yoke of English net
accented with bands of silk Venise
lace trim. The leg-of-mutton
sleeves were also enhanced by the
addition of delicate Venise lace
motifs and ribbons of narrow
&Aim
The full skirt and attached
cathedral train were bordered by
multi-lace Chantilly 'ruffles,
caught in a godet effect with bows
of satin ribbon.
She wore a fingertip veil, held
by a bridal wreath of silk flowerettes and pearl sprays.
The bride carried a bouquet of
burgundy carnations, tiny pink
flowers and baby's breath with
mauve and burgundy satin
streamers.
Miss Lori Ann Dur4 sister, of
the bride, was maid of honor. Miss
Amy Knight. sister of the groam,
was bridesmaid. Miss Candice
Lynn Fain, cousin of the bride.
was flower girl.

FRIDAY', MARCH 18, 1888

LOS ANGELES 1AP) — Bass
player Emory Gordy Jr., guitarist
Chet Atkins and keyboardist John
Hobbs have won their second consecutive Academy of Country
Music awards in :instrumental
categories.
Drummer Archie Francis won
his 11th trophy, and fiddler Johnny
Gimble and steel guitarist J.D.
Maness each won their 10th
trophies to lead other winners in
ballots cast by the 2,500-member
academy.

The winners were announced by
academy Executive Director Bill
Boyd: trophies will be presented
during the 23rd annual Academy
of Country Music Awards on
March 21 in Buena Park.
David Hungate tied Gordy in the
bass category, Ronnie Milsap tied
Hobbs in the keyboard category,
and Ricky Skaggs, who plays mandolin, tied with Jerry Douglas,
who plays the dobro, in the
specialty instrument category.

EIER1 SAT. and SUN. .TIL NOON

Country Ham Breakfast

65

()n4 2•

it order country ham,
two eggs, home fries,
toast or biscuits and gravy.

*Check For Our Weekly Dinner Specials!

1 HOMEPLACE FAMIL1 RESTAURANT

Mr. and Mrs. Jay Knight
silver serving accessories, silve
candleholders and mauve candles.
The guest tables were covered
with white cloths and adorned with
arrangements of burgundy
flowers.
Serving were Mrs. Vonda Burris
and Mrs. Jeanie Collins of Murray, Mrs. Kathryn Yoes of Tennessee and Mrs. Sona Knight of
Mayfield.
Charles Williams, uncle of the
bride, videotaped the
dding
ceremony and reception.

759-1864

Bridal events given in honor of
the couple included the following:
A household shower at the Community Room of North Branch of
Peoples Bank with Mrs. Vicki
Todd, Mrs. Anna Requarth and
Mrs. Carolyn Darnell as
hostesses.
A bridal tea at fellowship hall of
University Church of Christ given
by Mrs. Linda Fain, Mrs. Jane
Morganti, Mrs. Shirley Martin,
Mrs. Roszella Williams, Mrs.
Rachel Hendon and Mrs. Laura
Nell Cochran.7—

Corning community events-are listed
Friday. March 18
Square and round- dancing with
music by- Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 toll pm. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink
Paducah Parents Without Partners will have an open dance at 8
p.m_ in Riding Club Building at
30th Street entrance to Carson
Park. Paducah. For information
call 1-443-2432.
————
AA and Al-Anon wIl meet at 8
p.m. at J U Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

Saturday, March 19
Horse Pull will start at 7 p.m. at
West Kentucky Livestock Show
and Exposition Center. Admission
will be $3 for adults and $2 fo 12
and under Weigh-in wil start at 12
noon.
Anniversary luncheon of P.E.O.
Chapter M will be at 12 noon at
home of Miss Ann Herron
————
Sunday, March N)
Waterfield and Legal Resources
Libraries at Murray State University will be open from 2 to 10 p.m.
Pogue Library will be closed.

Chris Prosser will present
senior violin recital at 3:30 p.m. in
Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Murray State
University.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Orienteering
Outdoor Enrichment Series at
Energy Lake Campground: BlueGray Affair from 9:30 a.m to 3
p.m.; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
'and 1:30 p m at Homeplace-1850:
Starting Garden Plants at 2 p.m.
at Empire Farm. Controversial
Saturday, March 19
Youth Choir of First Baptist Coyote at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Church will have a car wash from Nature Center.
10 a.m. to 4 p m at church
————
AA will have 4,closed meeting at
Main Street Youth Centtr at 205 4 p.m. at American Legion
North Fourth St., will' be open Building, South Sixth and Maple
from 1 p m to 12 midnight. /t1—9treets. For information call
dramatic pesentation. "Mary's 759-4059, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
Story," will be presented at 8 p.m.
————
For information call 753-TEEN.
WOW Youth will have "March
Bundle of Fun Activity" with
Gospel singing featuring The movie and pizza from 3 to 6 p.m. at
Shelton Singers will be at 7 p.m. at Crady Hall, Camp WOW. For inBethel United Methodist Church.
formation call 753-2319 or 753-4382.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St.. Murray. will be
open from 4 p.m. to 12 midnight.
————
Mule Pull will begin at 7 p.m. at
West Kentucky Livestock Show
and Exposition Center Admission
will be $2
——
Way of the Cross will be at 7
p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church.

Republican Organizational
meeting for delegate selection will
be at 10 a m. in Robert 0. Miller
Courthouse Annex.
————
Couples' bridge with Kathryn
Outland and Mabel Rogers as
hostesses is scheduled at 7:30 p.m.
at Oaks Country Club
————
Murray Single Connection has
planned a picnic at LBL. For information call Pam at 759-1105,
Brenda at 753-2513 or Glen at
435:4143

Memorial Baptist Church Puppeteers will present a program at
6 p.m. at North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. A social hour will follow.
———
The Seekers will present a program at 6 p.m. at University Baptist Church. A fellowship meal will

••••

Acteens, Pioneer RAs and Baptist Young Men of First Baptist
Church will have a book study
from 12 noon to 3 p.m in church
parlor.

Sunday, March 20
Reflections will present a program following 6 p.m. service at
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Gospel singing will be at 2:30
(Cont'd on page 12)

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY, MARCH 19, 1988
LIBRA
ARIES
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
You're a natural peacemaker, but
'ou're, in a rush to make things
happen in your career, but you may today you could be drawn .into .4n
come on too strong and antagonize argutnerit over. a domestic matter.
With partners the need is strong now
others. Downplay ego and try not to
for compromise and diplomacy.
force issues vxlay
SCORPIO
TAURUS
(Apr 20 to May 20)
'(Oct.13 to Nov.21)
C41€
Further planning is needed regardTemperament could undermine job
ing a trip Advice you give now would efficiency now. Extra attention
not be wellreeeived. Don't. try to. should be paid to details. Curb
impose your standards on others. Impatience andidon't be drawn into a
Live and let live
conflict with a iv-worker
GEMINI
SAGITTARIUS
(May 21 to June 20)
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
You may have a short temper
You're in the mood for fun and
today. An argument could arise with a
good times, but are prone to. spend
friend over a financial matter. Re
money as if it were going out Of style.
caretil in your use of credit Keep
A situatianAvith a child could also
ex6enses down
concern
u.
CANCER
CAPRICORN
(June 21 to July 22)
PIE (Dec. 22 to.lan. 19)
Partners have their say pow. Be
(;uard aginst any tendency to be
attentive and don't argue about a
bossy with family members. Some
career concern. A tendency to be
domestic problems have to be dealt
moody now will work against your
with now. Just make sure that you're
best interests.
not the problem!
LEO
AQUARIUS
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. IS)
You may be agitated about a career
It's a day to pay extra attention to
matter, but there's little of positive
traffic rules when driving. Try not to
value you can accomplish now. In
take too much offense at SOIllegne'S
this instance, tomorrow really is a
inconsiderate remark. Rise above
better day for you.
VIRGO
PISCES
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
(Feb. .9 to Mar. 3)
41101
A child could be a handful now
It's not the best day for socializing.
Forgo gambling and taking risks with
A dispute with a friend could arise
capital or credit. Try not to quarrel
over a financial matter. You'll be
with, a companion tonight. Romance
quick to take offense if anyone
is iffy.
cro'ises vou it

25% Off
Selected group of

Spring Resort
Sportswear
Sale March 18 & 19

'apple blossom

.)BOUTIQUE

A

DM\ 11111\\ 11 \11111.1\

aus

ISMISSIMINISF

Mi. So7
PANELING
TUCK'S (1130
martin,
PATTERNS)
901/687-3000

Watch

VideoEstates

Hwy. 45 1

TN

7.30 6:30 MON-FR1
SAT 7:30-3.00

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Events in Land:, Between the
Lakes will include Orienteering
Outdoor Enrichment Series at
Energy Lake Campground; Arbor
Day Celebration; Blue-Gray Affair from 9:30 a.m.- to 4 p.m.;
Sigms of Spring at 10 a.m., Plying
Time at 1 p.m. and Night Visual at
7:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30
a.m. and 1 : 3 0 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Starting Garden
Plants at 2 p.m. at Empire Farm.
————
Libraries at Murray State
L'Unlversity are closed today.

Sunday, March 20
folldw

Shingles

COMMODES
COUNTER TOPS

NI CELOTEX

DOORS &

• •

DOOR UNITS
tie are pleased to announce
that Catherine Neil Dick,
hride•elect of Jeff Allen Clark,
has made her selections from
our bridal registry for
decorative accessories.
Catherine and Jeff will be
married 4pril SO, Mk

Pier
imports*
lie! 4Ir (enter

DOOR KNOBS

EADED
GLASS
DOORS
•••

Tub/Shower
Pow a6

PANEI1NG
PARTICLE BOARD
PLYWOOD
SINKS
TUB KITS
VANITIES
VINYL rtooN
COVERINGS
WAFER BOARD

rape
,
4eipi

Saturdays Mornings
at 10:30
on Cable Channel 34
Real Estatre Listings
Provided Each Week By:
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors

-

cust m
door shop

1111111
nun

EXTERIOR SIDING
FAUCITS
FIBERGLASS
OATH TUBS
KITCHEN CA 111NFTS

19_95/'q

—

NITG Real Estate

koppenid Realty
Roberts Realty

CABLE
Bel-Air Center

VISAIN

753-500
s:11%
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Medicare enrollment time near

Employees Are

Deatt)

Set to Pull
Computer's Plug
By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: I work in a threeI think computers are overrated, information faster and easier,
person office. We have lost our boss. overpromoted and placed in places and to simplify and speed up
Where is he all day? He's playing where there is really no need for composition and production of
with the new computer in the back them. You can guess where a large written materials.
I presume your boss is busy
room while three of us underpaid percentage of the new year's budget
female employees literally run this is going. And it won't be for an programming information into
place and make all the major increase in salaries for the three of the computer's "memory" for
decisions.
us who do what really needs to be the use of everyone in the
I am sure that many other em- done around here.
office. Once that chore is comployees in similar situations feel as
ANOTHER NO-BOSS OFFICE pleted, you will (or should) be
we do — that a computer is a new
instructed on how to get that
toy for the boss. I see no construcDEAR NO-BOSS OFFICE: information out of the comtive use of this expensive equipment The function of an office com- puter, which will lighten your
in our particular operation.
puter is to make retrieval of workload. Patience, ladies.
a..

This
Weeks
Special

o 43-

Large Hamburl5r &
French Fries & Med
Drink

$2'9
Special Good
through March 19

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

WHY WAIT
.
211011101
FOR YOUR
t
P'
i
i
orj:00 TAX REFUND
WHEN YOU CAN
GETYOUR MONEY FAST!

DEAR ABBY: I cannot believe
the telephpne call I just received
from "Dianne," my husband's
future sister-in-law. (She is marrying my husband's brother.)
Dianne said, "'Buddy' and I are
being married by a justice of the
peace, but we can't invite you to the
ceremony because the space is so
small, there's not enough for everybody. Please meet us afterward at a
restaurant — it's going to be 'Dutch
treat.'"
I am shocked and appalled. Do
you think my husband and I should
attend? And if so, what would be an
appropriate gift considering we
have to pay for our own dinners?
SPEECHLESS
IN RHODE ISLAND
DEAR SPEECHLESS: Because the groom is your husband's brother, I think You
should attend — regardless of
what kind of wedding is scheduled.
As for the gift, if you regard
the wedding gift as fair exchange for a ceremony, dinner
and dancing,then you owe them
no gift. But if you want to give
the newlyweds a practical memento of your good wishes,give
them something useful. They
probably have very little.

Use H&R Block's Rapid Refund Program.

øa*

It's available whether H&R Block prepares
your tax return or not

ITS FAST!

Haft BLOCK

For more details or to see if you qualify call H&R Block now.
Dixieland Shopping Center 753-9204
Open 9-6 weekdays 9-5 Sat.

ii

What teen-agers need to know about
sex, drugs. AIDS, getting along with
their peers and parents is now in
Abby's updated, expanded booklet.
"What Every Teen Should Know." To
order, send your name and address,
clearly printed, plus check or money
order for 113.50($4 in Canada) to: Dear
Abby's Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, Ill. 61054. Postage and
handling are included

WITH THIS EARLY PRE-SPRING SALE YOU WILL...

LOVE
THESE CLOSE-OUT PRICES

1977 El Camino, V-8 a..
52,575.

'vice -a'

4111111101CIP.
111F.

V-8 A/T PS

1972 Chevroiet Pickup,/
1
2 ton 6 cyi "i-sc $455

thly premium for medical insurance is $24.80 for the period ending December 1988. The basic
premium is increased by 10 percent for each year a person could
have had this protection but did
not.
The premium paid by those with
medical insurance represents
about one-fourth of the costs. The
remaining amount is paid by the
Federal Government from
general revenues.
Medical insurance helps pay for
doctors' services, out-patient
hospital services, and many other
items and services not covered by
the hospital insurance part of

Murray team wins four trophies
The Murray State University
Forensic Union captured four
trophies at the 25th Delta Sigma
Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha (DSRTKA National Foensics Tournament Friday through Sunday.
March 11-13.
Held at Butler University, Indianapolis, Ind., the tournament
featured more than 6000 students
from 62 colleges across the country competing in public speaking

and interpretative events.
John Hawks, a McKenzie,
Tenn., senior, won his fourth consecutive ;'Excellent Speaker"
award in student congress. He also
ended his bhecond term as national
vice president of the DSR-TKA
Student Council.
Carrie Paschall, a Hazel junior,
placed second in poetry interpretation and sixth in dramatic interpretation. She and Lynn Paulk,

MARIETTA. Ga. ATh — A
Cobb County judge has refused to
release property and cash seized
fromra couple accused of selling
books stolen in several states to
other stores, including one owned
by the governor of Kentucky.
The motor home, van, more
than S95,000 in,cash and other property was seized after the Feb. 10
arrrest in Kennesaw of Howard
Lavern Pratt, 42. and his 23-yearold fiancee, Barbara Diane
Crowley. Each is charged with
more than 20 counts of theft,
forgery, credit card fraud and
burglary.
A $100.000 cash bond for Pratt
was rescinded after Florida issued
a fugitive warrant for him in connection with a burglary at the
University of Florida in
Gainesville. Ms. Crowley remains
in jail with bail set at $50,000.
A search of the motor home and
van turned up the cash and
numerous sets of bogus identification, according to authorities
Police also found records from a
stock market account bearing the
name of Pratt and his mother.
The account was among the
assets frozen by Superior Court

Judge Dorothy Robinson.
Defense attorney John Nuckolis
of Atlanta filed a motion to free
the account and a counterclaim to
ownership of the motor home, van
and $30,000 of the cash Nuckolls
said he filed the claim because
Pratt "has the right to file claim
for funds to employ attorneys and
to support any dependents.Judge Robinson said Thursday
that 30.000 cut and uncut keys and
several key cutting machines. including two reported stolen from
the University of Florida, were
probable cause to believe Pratt
and Ms Crowley were in a
racketeering operation, and thus
the goods were subject to
forfeiture.
Other items frozen included an
illegal telephone eavesdropping
device and' 36 cases of books in
shipping packages from Wallace's
College Book Co. of Lexington. a
subsidiary of Wallace's
Bookstores Inc. Kentucky Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson owns more
than SO percent of stock in the
company, the foundation of his
financial empire. but has not been
involved in its operation in recent
years.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. tAPt
— Western Kentucky University
President Kern Alexander said his
proposals for more administrative
control over the student
newspaper and yearbook have
been mislabeled as an attempt at
censorship.
"There have been some world
records established as far as leaps
to conclusion. I have never heard
such wild conjecture as I have
heard," he said Wednesday.
"Right now ... if the president
wanted to censor the student
newspaper there couldn't be a better arrangement. What I proposed
is the opposite of that — something

that would create a buffer between
the 'newspaper and the
administration."
Alexander said there is little difference between his _proposed
faculty editors for the College
Heights Herald and the Talisman
and the faculty advisers they have
now.
He made his proposal Tuesday
to a faculty committee that had
recommended making no substantial changes in the publications'
operations
He also instructed the committee to expand WKU's publications
committee, which would have the
task of appointing faculty editors.
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a West Frankfort, Ill., sophomore,
advanced to semi-finals competition in duo interpretation.
Chris Wells. a Kansas City, Mo..
junior, won fifth place in afterdinner speaking.
The team's final tournament of
the year will be the American
Forensic Association's National
Individual events Tournament at
Bradley Univertity in April.

Judge refuses to release property

1979 Cheers:Mil Pickup, % ton V-8 ATT PS PP $2.700

1483 Ford E-150 Van, 6 cyl manual PS Ar

Medicare.
In general, after a person has
had 475 in approved charges for
covered medical expenses in a
year—the annual deductible—medical insurance will pay 80
percent of the approved charges
for any additional covered services a person has during the rest
of the year.
If you need additional information concerning Medicare, contact
either the Paducah Social Security ;
office located at 546 Lone Oak
Road, telephone 443-7506: or the
Mayfield Social Security office
located on US Highway 45 North,
telephone 247-8095.

The bookstore has emphatically
denied that it knew the books it
bought from Pratt were stolen.
Kennesaw detective Jeff Meeks
testified at Thursday's hearing
that records found in the search
showed Wilkinson's company had
done business with Pratt for six
years In 1986 and 1987, the records
showed that Wallace's College
Book Co. paid Pratt more than
$106,000. Meeks said
While Pratt kept meticulous
records, including theater ticket
stubs, there was no record of his
buying any of the books sold to
Wilkinson's firm, Meeks testified
Documents filed Feb 18 by Cobb
Courity District Attorney Tom
Charron asked the court to deny
Wallace's College Book Co any
right to books obtained from the
multistate burglary operation
-The interest of Wallace's College Book Co.. if any such interest
exists, .. Is subject to forfeiture to
the state of Georgia in that
Wallace's College Book Co is not
an innocent party as defined in
state law I." said a complaint filed
by Jack Mallard. Charron's chief
deputy

Alexander rebukes censorship claims

1981 AMC Eagle COI
$4,750

1977 Pontiac Brown Bonneville, 4-dr
$895

March is the last month of the
1988 general enrollment period for
people who failed to sign up for
Medicare medical insurance at
their first chance. Bettye W.
Williams. Social Security District
Manager in Paducah, said
recently.
There is a general enrollment
period during the first 3 months of
each year. Also eligible to enroll at
this time are people who once had
medical insurance but who dropped this protection.
Medical insurance protection
will start July 1, 1988, for people
who sign up during the general
enrollment period. The basic mon-

1 2 1 HP Automatic Overdrive. Power
Steering Power Disc Breakes,, Rear Step
Bumper, 205 X 15 Radials. Tint Glass.
Cigar Lighter. Trim Rings. 18 Gal Fuel

The faculty editors would then appoint student editors, who are now
chosen by their predecessors and
faculty advisers
Robert Adams, faculty adviser
to the Herald, said the title of
faculty editor seems to imply the
faculty member would have a
final say in the newspaper's content — something from which he
says he steers clear
"I think there's a great
mis_conception that I determine
the content of the newspaper ...
that's just not so." Adams said.
"1 People outside of journalism. particularly if they deal
with students, sometimes don't
understand the concept. They
think we should be able to tell
students what not to do — because
they can tell people to do that "
The Herald has, at times, drawn
criticism from the WKU administration. Last spring. university officials labeled the
newspaper as insensitive for an
article it published about a black,
unwed mother who gave birth to
her second child the week before
the article ran in the Herald's
magazine section. The article and
pictures stirred protests by black
students
Alexander said his proposals
steamed •pactly from his desire
for stronger organization and better fiscal control of the
publications.
The Herald operates on advertising and circulation revenues of
about $122,000 a year. The university supplies the building space
and utilities, as well as facultyrelated costs, Alexander said.
Faculty advisers are allowed to
reduce their teaching duties by
one or two classes a semester,
Alexander said, which adds up to
one-quarter to one-hall of their
salaries being used indirectly for
the student publications.
"Money control is always a concern of ours," Alexander said.
"We have to be fiscally responsible and try to stretch our dollars
every way we can
The Herald is a three-time winner of the national Pacemaker
Award, the highest award given
by the Associated Collegiate
Press.
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Various animals make Kentucky home
Name the animals that live in
as big as a dog, the fifth largest
Kentucky. Let's see...white-tail
salamander in the world. It lives
deer, raccoons, oppossoms, car.
under rocks in deep, swift streams
dinals. How about plants? Well,
and in lakes mostly in the
there's redbud, goldenrod, and
Cumberland, Kentucky, and Lickmaple trees. Unknown to most
ing river systems. It leaves its
Kentuckians are the thousands of
hiding place only at night, slitherother species of animals and
ing across the river in search of
plants that live in our state.
food. It has a large, flat head,
Kentucky has a plant that eats
small beady eyes and a wide
insects — the dwarf sundew —
mouth. Its greenish-brown skin
found only in Pulaski County. It's
hangs loosely along its sides in
tiny red leaves are covered with
large folds. The most interesting
hair-like tentacles. Each tentacle
thing about this primitive
has a drop of glistening liquid
salamander is that its closest livright on the tip, which the insect
ing relative is in southeast Asia,
thinks is nectar. Actually, it's not
supporting the idea that the Asian
nectar at all but a glue-like
and American continents were
substance containing digestive enonce joined.
zymes. When the insect becomes
Kentucky's caves hold all sorts
stuck on a tentacle, other leaves
of odd characters. Troglobites are
bend over.jt, trapping it behind a
any animals that have become
cage of tentacles. The enzymes
adapted to living their entire lives
slowly start dissolving the inIn total darkness deep within a
sects's body, ab%orbing its fluid incave. Most have lost their color,
to the plant's system, until only
appearing white or pinkish, and
the skeleton remains.
have no eyes at all. Some of the
Here's another wierdo — the
troglobites living in Kentucky
hellbender. This is a salamander
caves include blind and colorless

fish, crayfish, millipedes, and the
rare Kentucky cave shrimp.
In western Kentucky, there is a
frog known as the crawfish frog
that puts the loud call of a bullfrog
to shame. This smaller frog has
two enormous pouches, one of
each side of its throat, and can call
from under 18 inches of water and
be heard a half mile away. The
crawfish frog gets its name from
the fact that it livs in abandoned
crawfish burrows where it hides
most of the time. It does come out
to enjoy a good heavy rain, and a

Fishing tourney set to begin
By DAVID PERRI'
The Times-.TrIbune
CORBIN, Ky. 1AP
There's
Tangle Free Tom. Whiskey Reb,
Beetle Spin Sam, Humm Dinger;
Chewing Charlie, Kmart Kid,
Black Max — the list goes on,
many with a 21.000 bounty and
$5000 bonus
For the second season. the
America Outdoors and Johnson
Reels sponsored 60-day Crappiethon U.S.A is hitting Lake
(Aim berland and the above names
are just a few of the prize-winning
crappie caught in contests past.
National and local sponsors are
tagging 1,838 crappie worth
$274.65 in cash and prizes. The
prize crappie must be caught between March 26 and May 24.
Last year, there were 5,000 participants in the 60-day event, according to tournament director
Bob Maxwell. Maxwell also coordinates Crappiethon events at five.
other lakes, including Lake
Barkley and Kentucky Lake
"Participation was better than
average for the first year Out of
25 lakes. Lake Cumberland was
number four in amount of big
money fish caught. It was very
successful," Maxwell said.
In coordinating the Crappiethon.
Maxwell must collect and tag the
fish.
Therefore, a one-day tagging
tournament will be held in the
middle of March. Participants in

Fishing Line
By Jerry Maupin

Missouri farmer discovered that
the vibrations produced by his
tractor would cause them to venture from their homes.
Kentucky is full of these wondrous creatures. In fact, we are
blessed with a much greater variety of plants and animals than most
other states. Many of these
rarities are in need of protection.
You can help protect Kentucky's
rich natural heritage by donating
to the Nongame Wildlife/Natural
Areas Fund when you file your
state income taxes.

Weather conditions are not very
good by any means but we are catching some nice fish.
Jeanne and I fished last
weekend and had an ecxellent
time. Actually we only fished
three-and-one-half-hours and in
that short span caught 17 bass.
I culled them to six fish that
weighed 30 pounds — would have
been nice to weigh those in at the
tournament!
Frank Ross and I are fishing

Butcher wins third Iditarod Race

NOME, Alaska (AP) — Sirens
wailed and hundreds of boisterous
fans jammed the street to cheer
Susan Butcher as she coasted to an
unprecedented third straight victory in the 1,150-mile Iditarod
Trail Sled Dog Race.
Bitterly cold winds raked Nome
as the flushed and perspiring
33-year-old Alaskan cruised
beneath the log-arch finish at 8:42
p.m. Wednesday.
"It means a lot to me to win
this event will receive a free lunch
three years in a row," said a smilfrom the local boat ramp.
ing Butcher, the only musher to
"The fish must be turned in live.
win three consecutive Iditarods,
We will have a tank truck to keep
as she hugged her frosty-faced
the catches," Maxwell said.
lead dogs, Granite and Tolstoy.
Maxwell said local merchants in
"I very much want four," said
Somerset and Burnside have
Butcher, who has competed in 11
donated $500 in dinners, marine
of the grueling races and earned
batteries and rod and reels for the
$30.000
for Wednesday's victory.
tagging tournament.
Crappiethon U.S.A. 60-day tour- "I guess I want five."
Butcher finished after 11 days,
naments have expanded from a
11 hours, and 41 minutes, a record
30-day trial on Lake Weiss, Ala., in
for the Face's longer northern
1983 to 32 different lakes this year,
route from Anchorage to Nome.
according to President Ken Clary
Last
year, her time of 11 days, 2
of Decatur. Ala.
hours set a record for the shorter
"Our first tournament drew
southern route.
6,000 participants. It was so sucHer closest rival, Martin Buser
cessful that we expanded to 60
of Big Lake, trailed by 14 hours
days and three lakes the next
Wednesday night.
year, Kentucky Lake being one of
"What gave me the jump on
them," Clary said.
Martin was that storm we had last
In 1985, the event went to nine
night," Butcher said. "I knew,
lakes, and kept adding momentum
when I heard we were going to
through national sponsors — 13
have
winds, that was the best
lakes in 1988 and 25 lakes in 1987.
thing that could happen, because I
This seasons' events will post
knew mine would pull through it."
over $7 million in cash and prizes
Buser's team, she said, had
among tagged fish.
"It's now the biggest participation fishing promotion in
America," Clary said.
Fish habitat improvements inIts much better fresh.
itiated by the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Cold or warm,.
Resources — construction of
if
it's not clean, it can
stakebeds and brush piles through
make
you volunteer labor — last fall should
Insure the continued success of the sick.
Crappiethon at Lake Cumberland.
Wc all use
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together all of this week and
Wednesday started off great. It
was too cold to run very far so we
started casting the banks and let
the wind push us along.
Frank is from Louisville and
hasn't been out this early in a
while so I had to cut him some
slack. We caught 18 Kentucky's
and largemouth's mixed but didn't
keep them.
Frank is after Crappie to eat so I
guess that's what we will look for
tommorrow. We have been doing
okay with curltail jigs over ledges
and treetops but since the water
temperature has dropped back to
46.7, the Crappie are really slow.
There is a major front coming in
the latter part of the week so
maybe this will put them in gear,!
Please keep in mind the chin
factor and take along enough
warm clothing to prevent
frostbite!
Happy Fishing!

balked in light winds earlier along
The race started March 5 on
the coast. Wind and cold dropped trucked-in snow
in downtown Anthe wind chill to minus 70 degrees. chorage, and
the temperature
She said Buser, battling for se- fluctuated around
freezing the
cond place with four-time Iditarod
next few days, which strained the
champion Rick Swenson of Two cold-loving
huskies. Then, fresh
Rivers, will be a strong contender snow slowed the
leaders in the
if he races next year.
Alaska Range.
Joe Garnie of Teller was running fourth Wednesday. Joe
Redington, a 70-year-old Knik resident known as "the father of the
Iditarod" for helping in 1973 to
found the race he has never won,
Get your
was fifth.
After the winner's take, the next
Crappiethon Badges
19 finishers will split 3120,000 in
Here!
prize money.
People emptied out of bars and
at least one church as Butcher
headed into this old gold-mining
519 So. 12th St. • Hwy 641 So.
town, a regional hub for western
753-1342
Alaska whose population roughly
doubled in recent days because of
the race.
WEEEEIE
EIEWEEIEECE IEEE
Butcher has won the Iditarod
three times, finished second twice,
-1!•
and finished among the top 10 four
so
other times. She is the second
1,Sun Cruizer Pontoon
woman to win the Iditarod. Libby
Riddles of Teller won the contest
,,Ranger
in 1985, the year Butcher was forcfr-Polar Kraft
ed to drop out after an angry
Camden, Tenn
moose stomped through her team.
Dura Craft
—On Kentucky Lake
The Iditarod, named after an old
Since 1961"
x/Traveler
supply route to the gold mining
901-584-7880
districts of interior Alaska, draws
,/Pro Craft
its inspiration from a 1925 relay of ..t? %AN- VEVEEE.E.E.EVEAE.E.E.*E. E.E.E.E..1MEEN
diphtheria serum to Nome, which
was hit hard by an outbreak of the
disease
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Safety, quiet essential when
in considering portable power

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

BOBBY wOLFF

1;1

Summertime means picnic time,
whethe
r it's the annual family reun512 S. 12th
753-4563
ion, company luau, little league banAVtaVVVVVIAVVVINVVIN%
VVVVVVI,eNSVVe quet or neighborhood block party.
Burgers and hot dogs on the grill,
coolers filled. and Polka music keeping the feet tapping will make any
Advanced Technology For Today's
summertime gathering a success.
And so that the PA system is workAdvanced Automobiles
ing, and the picnic area is well-lit so
We use the Allen Computer Engine Analyzer with printout. in that party doesn't have to end when
Tutto-Up, Computor $gnitlon. Corburtotor &
the sun goes down, make sure the
Fool Ini•ctloas SorvIc•
in
equipment plans include an energy efficient diesel generator. Five gallons
GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
of fuel will provide up to 16 hours of
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
power from diesel generators such as
314 S. 12th
lath. 1936
733-1730 in Yamaha's EDL5500, guaranteeing
WIThaVIAW%ThaaNa VVVVVVVVININVVI that the party can go well into the
night.

in

CAINS

"How many things. both just and unjust. are sanctioned by custom!"
— Terence

When considering portable power
for summertime events, safety and
What's the best way to play toquiet are two main thoughts to keep
in mind. The EDL5500 is equipped day's club suit to avoid losing a
with an easy electric starter and oil trick" If you're quick with an anwarning system that stops the engine swer, think again. You may be relyif the pressure is low. An oversize air ing on custom rather than on accurate analysis.
intake silencer and large muffler won't
South wins the first trick with his
drown out the accordion players'"Beer diamon
d king and quickly realizes
Barrel Polka," or the friendly bingo that his only hope
lies with bringing
game caller.
home the club suit. He has five top
Summertime funtime is almost winners in the other suits and
no
here, and some easy preliminary plan- chance at all of developing anothe
r
ning can mean that everybody can en- winner. How best to attack the
joy. For information on supplying clubs?
your event with portable power, see
If South first cashes dummy's
your local Yamaha dealer, or call I- king to guard against a singleton
800-447-2882 for the location of your queen with West, the play is made
nearest outlet.
from habit and guards against nothing. Had West held a singleton
queen. East would still hold a club
stopper and the game would not
make.
In today's layout. the singleton
queen does fall, but not from West
There is no safety play to pick up
West's singleton queen but there is
one against East. Instead of cashing
dummy's club king first. South
should cash his club ace. When East
drops the singleton queen. South
Hwy. 641 North
cashes his jack to confirm the posiMurray 753-6448
tion, and then a finesse to dummy's
Eagle
club nine brings in the suit.

NORTH
3-i8.A
73
V K62
•A 7 2
4K 96 2
WEST
EAST
•Q5
•K J 9 6 2
V J97
•Q 10 8 3
•Q J 109
•6 5 4
+10874
Q
SOUTH
*A 8 4
•A 5 4
•K 8 3
4. A .1 5 3
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South West
North
East
1 NT
Pass
3 NT
All pass
Opening lead Diamond queen
HID WITH THE ACES
.la
South hol(F, 4 K J 9 6 2
V Q 10 8 3
•6 5 4
•Q
North South
1•
I.
2+
•10

ANSWER: Two diamonds Not
strong enough to bid either two notrump or a forcing two hearts. Settle for a preference to North's first
suit
Send bridge questions to The AVM, '11 Box
12353. Dallas, Texas 75225. with self &threw A.
stamped envelope for reply
Coserrlett MI I rnItni reatur. Syndicate
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N.C. State s Valvano worries about survival, not appearances
LINCOLN, Neb. AP — First-round games in the NCAA Tournament
1'a.ve nothing to do with playing well or looking good, says North
aroma State Coach Jim Valvano.
"It's survival," Valvano said on the eve of his first-round game tonight
.gainst Murray State in the Midwest sub-regional.
The first game is by far the most difficult game to play. I don't think
teams play as well — as well as they would like — in the first game," he
aid.
"I really don't put much stock in the first game as far as anyone playing good or playing poorly. You've just got to win it, and don't ‘vorry
about how well you played."

The ‘Volfpack of the Atlantic Coast Conference is the third seed in the
Midwest and brings a 24-7 record into post-season play. Valvano's club is
favored to beat Ohio Valley Conference representative Murray State.
which has a 21-8 mark.
The afternoon games have eighth-ranked Pitt, 23-6 and seeded second,
playing 14ayseeded Eastern Michigan, 22-7, and seventh-seeded
Vanderbilt, 18-10, playing 10th-seed Utah State, 21-9.
No. 6 seed Kansas, 21-11, plays 11th-seeded Xavier, 26-3, in the other
evening game. Xavier is ranked 18th,
"They're the kind of team that causes us much trouble," Valvano said
of Murray State. "They're smaller, quicker, good jumpers. We would

A-B-C's of
basketball

For the defense...
King faces challenge
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
LINCOLN, Neb. — Paul King
has contributed more than an
outside shot and tremendous
athletic ability in his first
season with the Racers. The
Murray State freshman has
drawn the toughest defensive
assignment in nearly every
game and has usually won.
King faces his stiffest
challenge, tonight when MSU
tangles with North Carolina
State at 7:07 here tonight.
King will be playing Wolfpack
guard Vinny Del Negro. Like
King, Del Negro impressed fans
his freshman season with
unrelentless hustle and confidence, and a deadly outside
shot. Del Negro is a senior now
and, after seeing Atlantic Coast
Conference players for four
years, would figure to have a
great advantage over King.
But the Murray newcomer
doesn't see it that way.
"I'm looking at him as just
another player." King said.
"Every night out, I go against
our opponent's toughest player
They tell me to either crowd
him or contain him. I'm just going to play him to the best of my
ability."
King figures Del Negro will
have to be given a step He
scored 15.9 points a game on
strong moves to the goal and by

NISU playing a
letterkgatne'
LINCOLN, Neb. — While
basketball fans across the nation
watch the numbers in 1988's edition of March Madness, Murray
State and North Carolina State
will, be playing the "letters
For the Wolfpack, 24-7, the key
factors will be what head coach
Jim Valvano termed "the three
E's." For the 21-8 Racers, the key
continues to be their M&M combination, as they prepare for their
- irst NCAA tournament since 1969.
Both teams coaches and several
of each team's players got their
chance to evaluate tonight's 7:07
meeting at a press conference in
gob Devaney Center here Thursday night.
In between discussing dinner
plans and down playing MSU's
underdog role, the colorful N.C.
State coach found time to talk
(Cont'd on page II)

rather play people our size, especially in the middle."
North Carolina State's middle man is Charles Shackelford, a 6-foot-10
center who averages 16 points and nine rebounds per game. Murray
State's biggest starters are forward Jeff Martin and center Carl Sias,
both 6-8.
The Ohio .Valley Conference entry in last year's tournament was
Austin Peay, which made headlines by upsetting Illinois. Martin said
that hasn't been forgotten by the Racers.
"We look at Austin Peay's success as a team effort. If we come in and
play like that ... Nye can have success in the tournament," he said. "We
feel like in this tournament, any team can beat another team."

Defense is King — Paul King — for the Murray State Racers.
File photo bt Oat %siker

nailing 3-pointers.
King puts up some impressive
offensive numbers of his own,
sccoring 6.1 points a game while
shOig much of his playing
time with Terence Brooks. He
also hit on 50 percent of his
3-pointers in Ohio Valley Conference play.
King said that being assigned
the toughest defensive task can
bring a player's offense down a
notch, but he's learned to
adjust.
In the beginning of the year,
I think it kind of affected my offensive garpe," he says. "Coming in. I didn't think I'd play
defense on the toughest
opponent.'.'
That's - where experience
came in..-King's older brother.
Dallas, played at the University
of St. Louis and was his team's
defensive specialist as well
He used to tell me instead of
when I was pressing my man.
put a little gig in my defense to
save myself for the other end,"
King says.
That translates into knowing
what a referee will allow in
terms of holding and leaning
before whistling a foul.
Playing for the Billikens,
however, didn't give King's
brother much of an idea about
the officiating in the OVC
Racer forward George Kimbrough knew all about it and let

again
King in on a few secrets and the
freshman has been shutting
down opponents ever since.
King's defensive schooling
goes back earlier than Murrat.•
State, however. King picked up
a variety of lessons on the art of
denial at Webster Groves High
School.
He played on a powerhouse
team with Racer forward Chris
Ogden and Wake Forest standout Sam Ivy his junior year
But Ogden and Ivy graduated
before King's final season and.
at 6-foot-3, he found him4lf
playing the post
"In high school. the league I
played in had a lot of big people
and I was playing post my
senior year," .he said "So I.
didn't get to play the smaller,
quicker players. But I saw tliem
my junior year when we had
Chris and Sam Ivy "
King's seen just about
everything this season, including the OVC's best guards
Still he can't match Del Negro's
expenence in big-time college
hoops. but Newton puts a great
deal of stock in him.
":He's a freshman and Del
Negro is a senior, but I think
that Paul's really a sophomore
by now." he said "He's been
our defensive stopper all year
and he's done the job for us "
In King's latest defensive
(Cont'd on page II)

Collegiate basketball

Pre-Owned Car Sale
Our used cars with less than 100,000 miles and newer than
80 year model with our 3 month or 3,000 mile warranty.
"We Sell The Best, Wholesale The Rest"
We will furnish the previous owner's name and phone
number for your convenience.
4

1988 Ford Pickup, like new with used truck price, new
truck warranty remaining
1987 Buick Riviera, new car warranty remaining
1987 Buick LeSabre, 4-door, new car warranty
remaining
1987 Buick Skylark Limited, 4-door, new car
warranty
1987 Pontiac Sunbird, 4-door, new car warranty
1987 GMC Jimmy 4x4 Gypsy Pack, new car
warranty
1987 Mercury Topaz 2L, 4-door, new car warranty
1986 Cadillac SeVille, 4-door. 4.000 miles new car
warranty
1985 Chev. S10 Blazer, local one owner
1985 Pontiac Gran Prix, local one owner
1985 Olds Ciera, 4-door, local one owner
1984 Buick Regal, 4-door, local one owner
1984 Buick Century, 4-door, local one owner
1984 Pontiac STE 4-door, local one owner
1984 Oldsmobile Regency, 4-door. 2 owner local
1984 Nissan 4x4 Pickup, local
1984 Chev. Monte Carlo, local, 34,000 miles
1983 Chevrolet S10 Blazer, local, low mileage
1983 Cadillac Fleetwood, local one owner
1983 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, local one owner
1982 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, leather, local one
owner
1982 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, leather, local one
owner
1981 Pontiac Firebird, sharp
1980 Ford Crown Victoria, nice
1978 Chev. Monte Carlo, cheap transportation

PURDOM MOTOR, INC.

"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
OLDSMOBILE—PONTIAC—CADILLAC—BUICK
..
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass
Murray
753-5315

Westhead unsatisfied after 119-115 win
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
Paul Westhead is a tough man to
please. Not even a 119-point winning effort by his Loyola Mary.
mount Lions in the opening round
of the NCAA Tournament could
satisfy the coach.
"I wasn't pleased," Westhead
said after watching the 15thranked Lions outduel No. 13
Wyoming 119-115 Thursday in the
highest-scoring game in tourna-

ment history. "We were a little
slow today. We have to get the shot
off quicker, we have to get it off
within seven seconds."
Loyola's best players in the
opening round of the West
Regional at Salt Lake City were
Bo Kimble with 29 points, Mike
Yoest 1231 and Hank Gathers (191.
The Lions. 28-3, went over their
110.4-point season's average,
helped greatly by eight points in
the final 45 seconds of the first

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP
Through
March 25, 1988
FREE Pick-Up & Deliver Within 5 Miles

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check S. Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change 011
New Spark Plug
Grease S. Lube
Whore Needed

All For Only

half.
The Lions' next opponent is
North Carolina.
In the other West Regional
games, it was No. 7 North carolina
83. North Texas State 6.5: No 10
Michigan 63. Boise State 58. and
Florida 62, St. John's 59
In the Midwest at South Bend,
DePaul routed Wichita State
83-62: No. 20 Kansas State took La
Salle 66-53; No 3 Purdue beat
Fairleigh Dickinson 54-79, and
Memphis State downed Baylor
75-60.
The East at Chapel Hill. N.C.,
saw Southern Methodist beat
Notre Dame 83-75; No. 5 Duke
over Boston University 85-69;
Rhode Island over Missouri 87-80.
and No. 9 Syracuse beating North
Carolina A&T 69-55.
At Atlanta in the Southeast
Regional, it was Louisville 70.
Oregon State 61: No. 19 Brigham
Young 98, North Carolina
Charlotte 92 in overtime: No. 4

$ 1 99
5

REAR ENGINE RIDERS ilk TILLERS
Check Firing
Check S. Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts S. Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil, Grease S. Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Alr Pressure
Clean Air Filter

2995

$

LAWN a GARDEN TRACTORS
Change 011, Grease S. Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts S. Pulleys
Check S. Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing
aiii:InfrIriiir•
--r-

.
All For Only

$3995

110t-•r.r.irravatii.iir.jal

Murray Home & Auto,
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Tiall/alue
.4110*.01

121

All For Only

stool%

Phont
75 3 4110
Of

753 25 71

INGLAI

rmi

Paying more
than you need
to for car
insurance?
Ask a neighbor about
State Farm's low rates,
then call me.

Oklahoma 94, Tennessee'
Chattanooga 66. and Auburn 90,
Bradley 86
WEST
North Carolina rode 29 points by
All-American J R Reid, two short
of his career high The Tar Heels
took a 21-8 lead and never were
threatened.
Michigan, 25-7, nearly blew a
19-point lead. but held on when
Boise's Brian King missed an off.
balance 3-point attempt to tie it in
the final seconds
Florida, 24-11, led all the way
against St. John's until Greg
Harvey tied it with 16 seconds to
go. So Vernon Maxwell came
down court and hit the game.
winning3-pointer with eight
seconds to play.
MIDWEST
There were no surprises or close
games at South Bend, Ind.
DePaul had the easiest time of
all. Leading 10-6, Kevin Edwards
scored 10 points during a 16-2 run
that put away Wichita State The
Blue Demons, 22-7, led by at least
10 the rest of the way and even
built up a 32-point edge
The Boilermakers play Memphis State on Saturday
The Tigers. 20-11, also got a personal high game from Rodney
Douglas with 22 points, including
eight in a 20-2 burst that opened
the second half
Kansas State snapped I.a Salle's
15-game winning string as Mitch
Richmond set a Wildcats record
for points in a season with 711. The
Wildcats, 23-8, have Won nine
straight first-round NCAA games.
EAST
It was not a good day for the

Local i)orts

Doruild E. Henry
Bldg 104 N
Suite C
Office
753.9935
Home

MHS holding
hoop banquet

71,1 1r,40

State Farm Mutual
4utomobile
Inguranee Company
Bloomington.

olly

Murray High School will hold its
basketball banquet Monday at 7
p.m.,according to Tiger head
coach Cary Miller. The potluck
dinner, honoring the boys' and
girls' teams, will be held in the
high school's cafeteria
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Sweet Sixteen

Long-range shooting fails Marshall in loss

"I was very concerned with Marshall Crnty coming into the game
because they are the most disciplined team in Kentucky," PRP Coach
Dale Mabrey said. "Cothran was on fire from the 3-point line."
But it was Marshall County that got burned in the end.
"We had two chances to win and didn't handle it very well," Marshall
County Coach Allan Hatcher said. "But I wanted to get the ball
to
Cothran. I rely on him."
In other first-round games Thursday, defending champion Clay County trounced Rowan County 83-52, LaRue County defeated Maysville 69-62
and Lexington Henry Clay crushed Phelps 94-65.
In todayks quarterfinals, Covington Holmes, 27-6, was to meet
Louisville Ballard, 33-3: and Owensboro Apollo, 27-6, took on Warren
east. 26-6, in the afternoon session. The night games scheduled Clay
County,13-1, vs. LaRue County, 26-8, and Henry Clay, 21-8, vs. PRP,26-5.
Down 65-64. PRP's Andy Penick stole the ball at midcourt from Aaron
Beth and drove in for a layup with 49 seconds left in the game.
Marshall County's Mike Cross then missed the front end of a one-andone opportunity with 27 seconds remaining and Wayne Ricketts was fouled 10 seconds.later. He sank both ends of the one-and-one to make it 68-65
,PRP. and those proved to be the winning points.

Beth was fouled in the act of shooting and sank both free throws
to
close the gap to one with eight seconds remaining.
PRP's Kevin Lewis was fouled one second later and missed the freethrow attempt. But teammate Mark Woods managed to grab the
rebound, was fouled and hit two free throws with six seconds on the
clock
for the final margin.
Penick and Sean Hammonds scored 16 points apiece to lead PRP,
the
Sixth Region champion.
Cothran finished with 34 points to lead Marshall County, the First
Region champion that ended up 27-3.
In Thursday's first game, Richie Farmer scored eight of his 38
points
during a 17-0 second-quarter scoring run that carried Clay County
to its
victory.
Scott Boley scored nine of his 33 points in the final seven minutes as
LaRue County, the Fifth Region champion, held on to beat Maysville.
LaRue County led just 48-46 when Boley hit a short shot in the lane and
made two free throws to give the Hawks a six-point advantage with 6:50
remaining. The two teams then scored six points apiece, including a
basket by Boley, before he put back his own missed shot at the 3:02 mark
to make it 60-52 and put the game out of reach. Boley added a free throw
in the final seconds.
Gary Hill scored 13 of his team-high 19 points during a 27-8 secondquarter outbur§t that propelled Henry Clay, the 11th Region champion.
Hill scored the first four points of the second period to break a 15-all tie
with six minutes remaining in the first half.
Henry Clay then applied a swarming full-court press and trapping
defense that forced Phelps into numerous turnovers, which the Blue
Devils converted into easy baskets.

A-B-C's of basketball...
(('ont'd from page 10)
basketball and revealed his
team's formula for suctesS emotion, effort, and execution.

fifth-place Ohio Valley Conference
One item Valvano took quite
seriously - no team can be taken
prediction to a league championlightly, especially in the NCAA's ship, it was clear that two perfirst round which he dubbed, formers would be instrumental in
"survival."
a Murray win - Martin and Mann.
It was simple math for the
"Who's looking by Murray
Valvano, who like Newton, was
smooth-talking Italian: "The
State? You've never heard me say
named as his conference's coach
team can't have the emotion
it." Valvano exclaimed, pointing
of the year, said Martin qualifies
without the effort and the'execuout recent and distant upsets, and
as a candidate for a special
tion, which ultimately wins
acknowledging that if MSU wins,
defense. But, N.C. State also exgames, cannot be acheived
it will be because of one reason
pects problems in Murray's size,
without tremendous effort"
.and one reason only - "they beat 'or lack of it,
and quickness, or
theofght.ii.c. State men- us."
•
abundance of it.
tor, who also acts as the school's
As MSC's representatives
"We might have a size advanathletic director, used little effort entered their press conference,
tage, but they have a quickness
in exchanging barbs with the however, their underdog role
advantage," Wolfpack forward
press. Valvii,..as excited about became clear again. The national
Chucky Brown said. "If they play
the accomodafions as the tourna- media had to quietly inquire as to
hard, there's no advantage,
ment, said that for the first time just who was sitting behind the
really."
his team ended up in a hotel across microphones, then fire all-too
the street from an Italian familiar questions at the Racers'
Newton sees size and experience
restaurant. Could this be an Carl Sias, Don Mann and Jeff going the W'olfpack's way after
omen?
Martin
finishing second in the com"Yeah, we're either going to win
While head coach Steve Newton petitive Atlantic Coast Conor I'll be working there Saturday." and his squad stressed the team ference, but he knows
the soltition
he quipped
effort involved in rising from a to MSC's puzzle like the
back of

For the defense...
('ont'd from page 10)
gem. he put the clamps on Eastern's All-OVC guard Jeff
McGill,
holding the Colonel to a 1-for-fl performance and five
points.
Newton believes that the Racers must focus their
defensive efforts
on more than just the highly publicized Del Negro,
however.
The. Wolfpack is strong inside with leading scorer Chucky
Brown,
who averages 16.6 points a game. and Charles Shacklef
ord. at 16.7
points a game.
"We would like to keep the ball out of Shackleford's hands
as much
as possible," Newton say*. No one player can keep the
ball out of the
paint alone. It takes a team effort.
"Chucky Brown gives them a tandem, much like Andre Harris
and
Barry Sumpter of Austin Peay. They 1Brown and Shacklef
ord i are
more mobile and athletic."
Inside, forwards Jeff Martin and Ogden and center Carl Sias
should
have their hands full. But defense hasbrought the Racers
this far and
Newton believes that defense will be needed to continue
their season.
Murray State does believe it can continue its season and
without
any tricks up its sleeve.
"We're not going to try to to change things now. You dance
with
who brought you." Newton says. "I think the guys have
confidence in
what we're doing and we're going to try to do it better."
While King is a key part of the defense and the Racers' success,
he
believes that MSt-'s chances at an upset boils down to the
brilliance of
leading scorers Martin and Mann.
"With the players we have, we have a shot," King says.
"Don and
Jeff can play with anybody in the country. How they
go, we go."
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Westhead unsatisfied...
Wont'd from page 10)
Irish. Notre Dame, the only other
independent in the field, faded
down the stretch against Southern
Methodist. The Mustangs. 28-6,
were led by Kato Armstrong, who
scored 19 of his 29 points in the second half.
SMU plays Duke on Saturday.
Duke,- 25-6, advanced despite a
mediocre shooting night by star
forward Danny Ferry, who was
7-for-19 from the field.
The key to Rhode Island's victory over Missouri was sharp foul
shooting - 15 of 18 in the final 3:09
- and Tom Garrick's 29 points.
Syracuse, which lost in the
championship game to Indiana
last year. struggled for a half. But
Stevie Thompson, who had 21
points. and. Sherman Douglas
sparked a 15-0 streak that put
away A&T, which lost for the
seventh straight time in the first
round. Syracuse rose to 26-8.
SOUTHEAST
Louisville, in its first NCAA

Tournament game since winning
the 1986 championship, was led by
two of the stars of that title run,
Pervis Ellison and Herbert Crook.
Ellison had 23 points, Crook added
22, including 12 in a pair of secondhalf spurts that put away Oregon
State.
Louisville improved to 23-10.
BYU, the Cardinals' opponent
Saturday, scored the first eight
points of overtime after UNCC tied
it on a 3-pointer by Jeff West with
four seconds to go in regulation
The Cougars are 26-5.
High -scoring Oklahoma, 31-3.
pulled away from Tennessee.
Chattanooga in the final 13
minutes as Stacey King and
Harvey Grant each scored 25
points.
Their next opponent is Auburn,
which survived despite 44 points
by Hersey Hawkins, the leading
scorer in the nation. Auburn, 19-10,
overcame a 14-point first-half
deficit to snap the Braves'
11-game winning streak.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
901 SYCAMORE

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
14
I, Pct.
Boston
45 19
703
Washington
28 35
444
New York
27 96' • 429
Philadelphia
27 36
429
New Jersey
17 46
270
CentraYDIvision
Detroit
13 20
683
Atlanta
38 23
823
Chicago 36 27
571
Milwaukee
35 27
565
Indiana
31 32
492
Cleveland
30 35
462
%ESTERS CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
56
IL Pct.
x
12

The new Audi 80.
Now only
$269 a month.

-

'

Houston
Denver
Utah
San Antonio
Sacramento

GB
164
174.4
174
274
4
7
7
12
11

38 24
38 25
35 28
23 311
1'45

613
4
803 44
556
74
37'7 184
286 244

Pacific Division
x-L A L.akerS
50 13
a-Portland
40 22
Seattle
33 31
Phoenix
19 44
Golden State
16 46
L A Clippers
12 49
x -clinched playoff berth

794 64,5 94
516 174
302 31
23(4 334
197 37

,

Thursday's Games
Detroit 102. Cleveland 99
Indiana 90- Washington 95
Houston 115 Seattle 106
Denver 116, Portland 115, OT

GB

EAST REGIONAL
First Round
At thapei Hilt. N.C.
Thursday. March 17
Rhode Island 87 Monour! SO
Syracuse 69. North Carolina AAT 55
Southern Methodist 83. Notre Dame 75
Duke 85, Boston University. 69
At Hartford, Conn.
Friday, March 18
Georgia Tech. 21-9, vs Iowa State 20-11
Indiana 19-9. vs Richmond. 24-6
Temple. 29-1. vs Lehigh. 21-9
Georgetown. 10-0. vs Louisiana State.
16-13
S011'THEAST REGION Al_
First Round
At Atlanta
Thursday, March 17
Auburn 90, Bradley 86
Oklahoma 94. Tennessee Chattanooga 66
Brigham Young, 98 vs North Carolina
Charlotte 02, OT
Louisville 70. Oregon St 61
At Cincinnati
Friday. March 18
Villanova. 21-12. vs Arkansas 21-8
Illinois. 22-9, vs Texas-San Antonio 22-8.
Marytand-1.1.1.2.-as.-Calitoriusi-Santa Barbara 22-6
Kentucky, 25-5. vs Southern University.

MILIB EST REGION 61
First Round
At South Bend. Ind.
Thursday, March 17
Purdue 94. Fairleigh Dickinson 79
Memphis St 75, Baylor 60
Kansas State 66, La Salle 53
DePaul 83. Wichita State 62
At Lincoln, Neb.
Friday, Starch 18
Pittsburgh. 23-6. vs. Eastern Michigan.
22-7
Vanderbilt. 18-10, vs. Utah Slate, 21-9
North Carolina State. 24-7. vs Murray
State. 21-8
Kansas, 21-11. vs. Xavier. Ohio. 26-3
WEST REGION AL
First Round
At Salt Lake City
Thursday. March 17
North Carolina 83, North Texas State 65
Loyola. California 119. Wyoming 115
Michigan 63, Boise State 58
Florida 62. St John's 59
At Los Angeles
Friday, March 18
Arizona. 31-2. vs Cornell. 17-9
Seton Hall, 21-12. vs Texas-El Paso, 23-9
Iowa, 22.9. vs. Florida State. 19-10
Nevada -Las Vegas. 27-5. vs Southwest
MISsouri State, 22-6

Lou. PRP
16 42 54 70
!Marshall Co.
14 34 51 87
LOU PLEASL'RE RIL/GE PARK - Lewis
1-1 0-1 2. Hammonds 6.74-4 16, Webster 4-9 5-6
13, Penick 8-17 0-0 16, Woods 6-12 2-2 15,
Ricketts 2-1 2-2 6, Pfaadt 0-0 0-0 0. Spalding
1-1 0-02 Totals 28-51 131570
MARSHALL COUNTY 167 - Stokes 1-3
0-02. Langhl 3-5 4-5 10. Hall 6-9 3-5 15. Beth 1 -1
2-3 4. Cothran 12-22 5-8 31. Cross 1-5 0-1 2
Totals 24-45 14-2267

Maysville
16 28 41 62
LaRue Co.
15 35 48 69
MAYSVILLE - King 3-8 0-0 6. Moore 5-14
4-4 21, WilburM7-14 2-2 16. Case 1-10 3.4 5.
Simpson 3-6 0-0 7. Turner 3-6 1.3 7, King 1)00-0
0, Greene 0-1 0-00 Totals 25-59 10 13 62
LANCE COUNTY - Boley 15-23 3-4 33. J
Childress 5-6 2-2 14, Reuter 5-10 0.1 10, 1'
Childress 1-2 7-99. Abrams 1-5 1-23, Lee 0-0
0-00 Totals 27-46 13-1869
Clay County
Rowan County

24 46 65 83
IT 39 46 52
Clay County - Jackson 5-6 3-4 13. Russ,
Farmer 4-9 0-0 11. Rawlings 1-1 0-0 2
Chadwell 8-13 1-2 17. McKie Farmer 14-24 6-6 .
38, Gray 0-0 0-0 0. Gilbert 0-0 0-0 0, Blair (1-0
0-0 0. Nicholson 0-0 0-0 0 Collins 0-0 0-0 0.
Sasser 1-1 0-0 2, Garrison 0-0 04) 0 Totals
33-53 10-1285
Rowan County - Wells 6-19 0-0 12. Adkins
7 12 2-4 16. Price 5-8 0-0 10. Blair 1-2 0-0 2.
Morgan 3-7 1-2 7. Moore 0.3 2-2 2 Trent 0.334
3. Crager 0-0 0-00. McIntosh 0-20-0 0. Scagg:.
0-0 0-0 0. Smith 0-0 0-0 0. Clark 0-0 0-00 Totals
22-56 8.12 52

Henry Clay
15 42 64 94
Phelps
15 23 42 65
LEXINGTON HENRY CLAY - Sutton
6-10 0-0 12. Uglem 14 0-1 2, Hill 9-13 1-1 19.
Butler 1-4 0-0 2, McCowari 8-12 0-0 17. K
Jackson 5-8 1,1 11. Hatchet( 6-10 0-0 12.
Castleberry 2-4 1-25, Kryschio 3-4 0-06. Allen
1-1 0-0 2. KtrkpatrIc1C2-2 0-0 4, H Jackson 1-1
0-02 Totals 45-75 3-594
PHELPS - Stevens 2-3 2-4 6. Fannin 10 16
3-6 23. Blankenship 3-12 4-5 10. Keene 0.3 3-4 3.
B Charles 1-9 3.4 5. Baker 1-3 4-4 6, Justice
0-36-66 M Charles 1-3 4-4 6. Griffith 0-00-00,
Compton 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 18-52 29-37 65

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE
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753-8355
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Carroll Mazda

900 Cheetnut

•

763-8050

ACE
Hardware

1968 Audi

Lease the car that's
outselling BMW and
Mercedes-Benz in Germany.

753-8355

Basketball
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his hand: "We're going to need
-very good production out of Martin
and Mann."
So much for the letters game.
Newton broke the numbers game
down with just as much ease. He
figures that it's 60-40 - keeping
his own squad shooting at about 60
percent while holding N.C. State to
40 percent.
"If we can do that, I think we'll
be in the hunt," Newton said.
While Valvano was his usual
self, captivating the reporters
with quick comebacks and oneliners, Newton was more laidback, pleased that his team has remained an unknown to most
people.
"We're kind of like the optimist
who jumped off the Empire State
Building and said, 'So far, so
good,' "the third-year coach said.
Newton doesn't have to win a
popularity contest. His interest
lies in the letters game.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

Weekly Special

0
Gilmour

19

w ar

LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP - The 3-point shot was there for Mitch
Cothran until Marshall County needed it the most.
Cothran, who had made five of six 3-pointers already to keep the Marshals close, missed two long-range bombs in the final eight seconds,
enabling Louisville Pleasure Ridge Park to escape with a 70-67 victory
Thursday in the first round of the Boys State High School Basketball
Tournament.

SCOREBOARD

Steel Sprayer

3/8" VSR Drill
With 10 pc bit set Double
reduction clears for added
torque 47190P 881-2077

111,
;0110.7s7;on
9

••••

2' gal operating capacity
10" non-corrosive pump
Adiustable wand and nozzle
4302G 824-4305

'
VA
gL
999
,7
Annrictin

7771
;FtE

Thursday, Friday, Saturday
March 24, 25, & 26
7:30 p.m.

I Payment based on MSRI' for Audi ND 60 month closed end lease offered by VW
Credit Mr Taxes. license, dealer prep options extra 112 066 down payment. lit
months OM payment plus $215 security deposit required in advance Total lease
payments 816.2011 Ten cents per mile over 75,000 No purchase option
2 Participating dealers contribute to financing offer, which may affect your final
negotiated purchase price
Both offers at participating dealers through March 31 1568

Carroll Mazda
His) rhevtmit

753-M50

ri

4111.

717314"16 tooth
Carbide Blade
For

plete details today.

For Ticket Information Call(502)762-3125

West Kentucky
Expo Center

399:
,
)

Since the Audi /40 was introduced last year, it has outsold the
BMW 325 and Mercedes-Benz 190 on their home turf.
Test drive the new Audi Wand you'll see why. It combines advanced aerodynamic styling with responsive performance and
handling Plus a long list of standard features And now during
this special introductory offer, the Audi SO can be leased for only
S289' a month. Or you can take advantage of 6.9 A.P.R.2
financing on all the new Audi 80s and 90s. Come in for com-

44

plywood. chipboard, composition board &
non-ferrous metal No 27150
657-1832.
cutting

19" Tool Box
Sturdy, flat-top design with
Irft out tray Plated handle
with lockable draw bolt
48921/ 631-6463

Serving You Since 1955

MURRAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
208 E. Main

753-3361
Or^

-1 •
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Sunday, March 30
p.m. at Farmington Church of
Christ.

Monday, March tt
Monday, March 21
childbirth classes will be at 7 p.m.
State University. For information
at Murray-Calloway County
call 762-2716.
Hospital.
————
————
Color Analysis/Image Impact
Purchase Area Development
Class will begin at 6 p.m. in Room
District Board of Directors will
452, Business Building South, Murmeet at 5 p.m. at board office at
ray State University. For informaMayfield.
tion call 762-2716.
————
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
"Charlotte's Webb" will be
meetings at 8 p.m. at Masonic
presented at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
Lodge, 1315 Main St., Benton. For
p.m. in Robert E. Johnson
information call 759-4059, 762-3399, Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
Murray State University.
————
————
Events in Land Between the
Youth Club of First Christian
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
Church will have a skating party
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating
Homeplace-18.50.
of Murray.
————
————
Classes will resume and adBoy Scout Troop 77 will meet at
ministrative offices and libraries 6:30 p.m. at First Christian
will reopen at regular time today
Church.
at Murray State University after
spring break.
Senior Adults of First Baptist
————
Church will have a potluck lunBusiness Applications of Lotus
cheon at 12 noon in Fellowship
1-2-3" will be course starting at 6
Hall of Church. Senior Adult Choir
p.m. in Room 201, Business
will practice at 11 a.m. prior to the
Building, Murray State Universi- lunch meeting.
ty. For information call 762-3124.
————
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
Ballroom and Western Dance
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acClass will begin at 7 p.m. in Room
tivities by senior citizens.
226, Stewart Stadium, Murray
—— —

Sermons, music listed for Sunday

Various churches in Murray and at 10:50 service. Church School
wil Church. The Rev. James Garret
Calloway County have released in- be at 9:45 a.m.
will direct the music with
Western Kentucky Corn Club
formation concerning their serElm Grove Baptist
Margaret Boyd as pianist. Sunday
will meet at 2 p.m. at Public
vices for Sunday, March 20, to the
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor, School will be at 10 a.m. Memori
al
Library at PAducah.
Murray Ledger & Times as will speak at 11 a.m.
and 6:45 p.m. Puppeteers will present a pro————
follows..
services at Elm Grove Baptist gram at 6 p.m.
Monday, March 21
West Fork Baptist
Church. Donald Smith will direct
First Christian
Adult Sewing Class will begin at
The Rev. Wayne Carter, pastor. the music with Glenda Rowlett
Dan McKeel will be laity
6 p.m. in Room 112 of Calloway
will speak about "The Face of In- and Teresa Suiter as accomspeaker at 10:45 a.m. service at
County High School. To enroll call
decision" with scripture from
panists. Special music will be by
First Christian Church. Betty
753-5479 or 753-2350.
Matthew 27:15-22 at 11 a.m. ser- the Church Choir. Sunday School
Riley will give laity recognition
vice and another sermon from the will begin at 10 a.m. and
————
Church and Margaret Boone will sing a
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
book of Revelations at 6 p.m. ser- Training and Junior Choir at
6 solo. Assisting will be Dean
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
vice at West Fork Baptist Church. p.m.
Caldwell, Frank and Verna
p.m. at lodge hall.
Jack Norsworthy will serve as
First Presbyterian
Roberts, Teresa Nixon, Walter
————
deacon of the week. Alvin Usrey
The Rev. Thomas SchellAppers
on, Don McCord, Bob
Murray Chapter of Professional
will direct the music with Janet ingerhout, pastor, will speak about
Boeschel, Jim Clopton. Faye
Secretaries International will
Arnold and Mark Winchester as "We Would See Jesus" with scripAustin, Don Chamberlain, Betty
meet at 7 p.m. at University
accompanists. Children's Choir ture fom John 12:20-33 at 10:45
Gore,
Jerry Lyons, Gary White. Al
Branch of Bank of Murray.
will sing at 6 p.m. Sunday School a.m. service at First Presbyt
erian Zimmerman, Frances McKeel
with Stanley Anderson as director Church. Anne Lough will direct
————
and Emily Gore. Sunday School
Theta Department of Murray
will be at 10 a.m.
the choir with Susan Chamberlain
will be at 9:30 a.m.
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
University Church
as organist. Church School will
First Baptist
at club house.
Charley Bazzell, minister, will begin at 9:30 a.m.
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
————
speak about "Taming the Tongue"
Memorial Baptist
speak about "The Agony of VicParents Anonymous will meet
with scripture from James 3:1-12
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor. tory" with scripture from Matat 6 p.m. For information call
at 10 a.m. service and about
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p m. thew 26:36-46 at 10:45 a.m service
762-6862 or 762.6851.
"Amos: The Prophet from Tekoa" services at Memorial
Baptist at First Baptist Church. Grayson
at 6 p.m. service at University Church. Randolph Story.
————
deacon
McClure, deacon of the week. G.T.
Registration for 1 988-89
Church of Christ. Assisting will be of the week, and Dr. J.D.
Outland
Moody
and R.P. Hodge will assist .
Kindergarten will be at 9 a.m. at
Ernie Bailey, Tommy Reid, Jim
will assist. The Sanctuary Choir. Joetta Kelly will give a children's
North Calloway Elementary
Feltner. Robert Hendon, John
directed by Milton Gresham, sermon. Nell Earwood will sing a
School.
Nanny, Rob Gingles, Guy Spann. minister of music, will sing "Holy
solo. The Adult Choir, directed by
L.A. Rowland, Bob Melugin, Cecil Is He" at morning hour. Margaret
Steve
Littlefield with Joyce HernMurray High School will have
Like, Hoyt Like, Murrell Goheen, Wilkins and Brenda Hart will be
don
and
Allene Knight as accomits boys' and girls' basketball banDavid Jewell, Bill Boyd. Steve
accompanists. Sunday School will panists, will sing "Calvary's
quet ( potluck at 7 p.m. at school.
Combs and Doron Claiborne.
be at 9:40 a.m. and Church Tram- Love." Dr. Ronald Boud will be
————
South Pleasant Grove
ing at 6 p.m.
featured in concert at 7 p.m. SunRefresher Class for parents who
The Rev. Bob Dotson. pastor.
Poplar Spring Baptist
day School will be at 930 a.m. and
Dr. Ronald Boud, professor
have attended previous prepared
will speak about "Those Who
The Rev. Chester P Culver, Church Training at 6 p.m
church music at Southern Baptist
Come To Supper" with scripture
pastor, will speak about "Jesus
Immanuel Lutheran
Theological Seminary, Louisville,
from Luke 22:7-27 at 10:45 a.m
Christ:
The
Most
Wonderf
ul
Man
Immanu
el Lutheran Church wIll
will present a concert — worship
service at South Pleasant Grove
Who Ever Lived" at 11 a.m ser- have a lay service at 10:30
experience through music on Suna.m. .
United Methodist Church. vice and about "Upward Steps
In Participating will be Richard
day, March 20, at 7 p.m. service at
Children's sermon wIl be "FollowThe Christian Life" at 6:30 p.m. Peyer, sermon and children's serFirst Baptist Church.
ing the Conductor" with gcripture
service
at Poplar Spring Baptist vice; Bruce Lennox, lessons-. -intm
The Adult Church Choir,
from Genesis 17:1-10. Assisting
Church
.
Terry Byerly will direct Kruger: liturgy: Joyce Milbrath,
directed by Steve Littlefield,
will be Truman W'hitfield, choir
the music with Hazel Brandon and organist; Ivan Schwarm and Jim
minister of music, will be singing
director, Kathy Erwin and TomIndy 500'
Carol Kelly as accompanists Two Jones, assistants: Nicole Jedan
music by Dr. Boud. The guest promy Gaines, accompanists, numbers from the musical, and-Jen
Spottswatch!
niferJones. acolytes. Sunfessor will be playing the organ'—'
Marylin Liddle, Katherine
"Amazing Grace." will be sung at day School wilt be at 9:30 a.m
and
the
pianu throughout the
Rickman, Frances Erwin. Darrel
An Official
evening service Sunday School
New Life Christian Center
service.
Clark. Phil Liddle, Larry McClain
1988 Indy 500 Pace Care!
will be at 10 a.m and Church
The Rev Mark Welch will speak
Dr. Boud received his diploma
The Oldsmobile Cutlass
and Tanny Barnes. Sunday School
Training at 5:30 p.m
at 1030 a.m and 6 p.m services
Supreme Convertible
from Moody Bible Institute; his
will be at 9:45 a.m.
St. John's Episcopal
at
New Life Christian Center.
Bachelo
r
of
Music
and
Master
of
Buy 192 square feet or more of a
Westside Baptist
The Holy Eucharist, Rite I. will Karen Welch will lead worship
selected Armstrong Ceiling to qualify
The Rev, Glynn Orr, pastor, will • be celebrated at S and 10:30 a.m. and
pause
for your FREE officially licensed Indy
•
speak about "How To Know The
on fifth Sunday in Lent at St
500 sportswatch and automatic entry
Goshen Methodist
Will of God" at 9 and 10:50 a.m
in the Indy 500 Pace Car Sweepstakes
John's Episcopal Church Fr. AnThe Rev Susan Allsop, pastor,
and 6 p.m. services at Westside
dre
Trevathan will be celebrant will speak at 11 a.m service at
Dr. Ronald Road
Baptist Church. Tommy Scott will
and preacher Assisting wIl be Goshen United Methodist Church
.
direct
the music with Kathy Ligon.
Claudia Moore, lay reader, and Joe Lawrence will be lay assista
Music degrees from American
James Boyd of McMinnville,
nt
Patsy
Neale and Susie Scott as acRose Bogal-Allbritten and Carol and Pat Brunn will be in charge of
Conservatory of Music, and his
Tenn., will conduct a gospel
companists. Kathy Ticknor will
Julian,
lectors
D.M.A.
215 Willey Square
from
School
children's church. Randall Watts
of
meeting at New Providence
Church
• Acoustic.ai
Grace Baptist
Church of Christ'starting Sunday, Music at Southern Baptist sing a solo at 9 a.m. At 10:50 Tomwill direct the music with Pat
• vVashabie
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe. pastor. Brunn and Suzanne Coleman as
• lextured
Theological Seminary. He has had my Scott will sing a solo and the
March 20, and continuing through
• Beige-tone
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 5:30 accompanists Also assisting will
further study with well known Church Choir will sing "He Came
Friday. March 25.
60c
In Love." Sunday School will be at
p.m. services at Grace Baptist be Dana Parker, Rhea Anne
SPORTS
musicians.
Service
s
on
$
t
i
l
e
Sunday
will
begin
at
WATCH
Church. Urban Belcher will serve Wright. Michael Lovett and Clint
His former experience includes 10 a.m.
OFFER
II 'ill
10 a.m. with Bible classes for all
First Methodist
72.00
lee "
as deacn of the weiaiji.,The Adult Hutson. Sunday School will be at
ages followed by worship at 10:50 assistant and associate professor
The Rev. Nowell Bingham.
Choir. directed by -Leland Peeler 10 a.m. and Bible Study at 6:30
a.m. Sunday evening service will at Philadelphia College of Bible;
minister, will speak about "The
with Dwane Jones and Anita pm
accomp
anist
I
partime
for Billy
be at 6 p.m. and services will be at
3.16 Bravada
Smith as accompanists, will sing
Graham Association; minister of Prayer for Pardon" with scripture
• F,re-retarclan,
7 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Lake-Land .kpostolic
• AcowsUce
"I'll Stanfd For Jesus and Let the
music at three churches, and from Matthew 6:7-15 at 8:30 and
The Rev. James H Cain. pastor.
Mr. Boyd who has preached for
• Deep-texturec
10:50 a.m. services at First United
World Go By" at morning hour will present a lesson on ':Launch
• 3-0 'box •
36 years currently preaches for organist at two Louisville
Methodist Church. Maureen
• Dimensionaw stej,<
and
"It'll Be Different" at evening Out Into the Deep" with scripture
churche
s.
Rock
Island
Church
of Christ in
SPORTS 2 x 2
hour The Youth Choir also will from Luke 5:4 in 10 a m.
WATCH
He has written music and ar- Mahoney will sing a solo, "In the
McMinnv
,94C
ille.
He
is
a
graduat
Par
of
e
OFFER
Name of The Lord," at 8:30 sersing at 5 30 service. Sunday School preaching:teaching session at
ii
Vanderbilt University and ticles for several publications and
vice.
Dr. Ben Boone will give a
▪ " 112.80 Alabam
will be at 9:45 a.m.
Lake-Land Apostolic Church. At 6
a Christian School of received awards.
Sinking Spring Baptist
The public is invited and urged children's sermon and the Chancel
p.m.
Bible study Dan Walker will
Religi
on.
He
has
writte
n
(Inter available March 13 Apnl 73 198A
Choir will sing an anthem, "For
The Rev. Eddie Young, pastor, bring a lesson on "The Fruitful
Limit one watch per name and address
numerous articles for brotherhood to attend this service on Sunday
'to purchase lecessary to enter Sweepstaaes
will speak at 111 a.m. and 7 p.m. Christian " Evangelistic service
publications. He is married and evening, according to Little and God So Loved The World," with
Entry ,ntormenon &violable at own,. of Sale
Vo,0
Dr.
Bruce
Chambe
rlain
as
direcservice
*here pron,prteel
s at Sinking Spring Baptist will be at 7 p.m.
Dr
Greg
Earwoo
d, church pastor
has four children.
tor and Joan Bowker as organist
Church. John Lax will be deacon
Wayne Cox is regular minister
St. Leo's Catholic
of week. Max McGinnis will direct
Masses will be at 6 p.m, Saturfor New Providence Church of
the music with Sharon Furches day and at 8-and 11 a.m. Sunday.at
Christ, Rt. 2, Hazel. The public is
and Laura Paschall as accom- St Leo's Catholic Church. Fr. Stan
invited to attend this series of
panists. Sunday School will be at Tillman. S.J.. is pastor. Lectors
104 Maple
753-3161
meetings, a churc.h spokesman
10
a.m and Church Training at 6 will be David Lane, Rick Wells
said.
p.m.
and Carole Holcomb.
Hazel Baptist
Seventh and Poplar
The Rev. James T Garland,
John Dale. minister, will speak
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and about "That They May Be One"
6:30p.m. services at Hazel Baptist with scripture fom John 17:20-23 at
Church. Gene Orr Miller will 8:30 and 10:40 a m services and
By James H. Cain
direct the music with Gwyn Key about "Glory to God" with scripand Oneida White as accom- ture from Luke 28-14 at 6 p m
panists. Sunday School will be at service at Seventh and Poplar
9:45 a.m. and Church Training at Church of Christ. Assisting will be
5:30 p.m
Jerry Bolls. Ray Karraker. Jay
North Pleasant Grove
Lamb, Jerry Ainley, Mike
1. Contentment comes not so much from great wealth
The Rev Danny Holt, pastor, Morgan, Joel Fisher, Michael
as from
few wants.
will speak at 11 a.m service at Fulton, Mike McWane, Max
2 A man's feet should be planted in his country,
North Pleasant Grove Farley, Jack Rose, John Paul Nix.
but his eyes
should survey the world.
Cumberland Presbyterian Howell Clark and Geald Coles.
3 Handing his mother the telephone, the small boy
said, it's
Mrs. Jones with the 6:30 news.
4. Strong and bitter words indicate a weak cause.
5. Every man should keep a fair-sized cemetary in which
to bury
Two newborn admissions and Boone, Rt 1, Box
the faults of his friends.
798, Dover,
dismiss
als at Murray-Calloay Term.;
6. Everytime opportunity knocks I'm out back taking
out the
County Hospital for Thursday,
garbage.
Mrs. Becky Evans, Box 602,
March 17, have been released as Murray; Mrs. Virgini
7. We the willing led by the Incompetent: are doing the
a Jones Rt.
impossi
follows:
ble for the ungrateful. We' have done so much with so
7, Box 69, Murray; Larry Barrow,
little for so
Newborn admissions
long that we are now capable of doing anything
511 South Eighth St.. Murray;
with nothing
Paschall baby boy, parents.
forever.
Mrs. Lucy Farmer, 1 608
Lynn and Darren, Rt. 1, Box 21B, Sycamore St..
Murray; Joe
*Cheer on
Almo:
Grissom, Rt. 1, Box 21, Water
Hicks baby girl. mother, Cheryl. Valley; James Brando
n, Rt. 5,
Special Good
the Racers and
Rt.
5, Box 1225, Murray.
Murray:
Thurs Fri Sat. S
REFL
ECTI
ONS
watch the game
Dismissals
& Mon Dine-In
Mrs. Myrtle Jordan. Rt. 1, Box
will sing in Murray at
Ms. Lottie Dunlap, 405 Cherry 185, Murray; Toy
Pickup or Free
Starks, Rt. 2,
on our BIG SCREEN!
7th & Poplar Church of Christ
St., Murray; James Vaden, 1406 A Box 403, Benton;
Delivery
Kelly Tucker,
Sunday night, March 20, following
Hillwood Dr., Murray; Mrs. Hilda Rt. 1, Hardin.
the 6:00 service. Everyone is corFREE PITCHER of PEPSI with any pizza
dially Invited to attend.

Boud to give local concert

FREE!

WIN!

mstrong

James Boyd to
conduct gospel
meeting Sunday

Murray
Lumber Co.

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK

NCAA Basketball
Special!

Newborns, dismissals announced

CALVARY TEMPLE

purchase during the MSU & Ky Games

Hwy 641 S. Murray
753-7380

(In-Store Only)

Sunday School

10:00 A.M.

Worship 4 Pr•Is•
TIm• of C•lobratIon

Chestnut
Street

11:00 A.M.
6:30 P.M.

W•dneisday - Family Night

753-6656

The best pizza in town.,Atowe,st—/

7:30 P.M.

leuemery 11 Transportation Providod

Me
(Htw

s Dennis Youngbrood, Sharon Youngbl
ood, Don Nowlin, Hart
Marsha Leonard, and Linda Payne

Pastor E. F. Clara
Youth Pastor Ron Cook
"WE'RE A CHURCH THAT CARIE

S"

4
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The Robertson kindergarten class
of Mary Johnson has completed a
unit study on the heart and its importance in connection with
February Heart Month. The
children have learned how to find
their heart beat and pulse. They
have also talked about exercise
and healty foods tehelp keep our
heart strong. Shown with student
teacher Shawna Weasel are Lane
Dennison and Cristal Lance.

Parent and registered nurse Nancy Orr shared the "Doppler"
(instrument for listening to the
heart) with her daughter Robyn's
classmates. The children could
hear their heart beats and pulse
while the while class watched and
listened. This activity was exciting for all. Shown with Orr is
Laura Nixon,

41
4
:

BOATOWNERS:
Stay afloat
in the wake
of trouble...

Mrs. Jean Warren gave a very interesting lecture explaining the
structure and function of the heart
to Southwest fifth graders. She
concluded the presentation by
dissecting a hog's heart.

Peggy Billinton with the
American Red Cross gave basic
aide training (BAT) to the fourth
grade at North Calloway
Elementary.

With Nationwide's "All
Risk" Boatowners Plan.
Here's complete protection
against virtually every
peril, including collision,
theft, fire and stranding.
Covers your boat and
accessories!
Find out more about the
"All Risk" Boatowners
Plan from your
Nationwide,
* agent. Call
today.
As an extension to their social studies lesson on communication, Mrs.
Canty's third-grade class visited the WNBS radior station. Thanks to the
friendly staff, they were able to tour the station. As an added treat, the
students said the Pledge of ,Alligence which was put on tape and set to
music. The radio station made a copy and presented it to -Mrs. Canty to
-,--- be added to the class' library. The students learned a lot about the
operation of a radio station. It was a very exciting experience - Thank
you WNBS. The third graders, Mrs. Canty and Mrs. Smi* also thank
Mrs. Bazzell and Mrs. Valentine for volunteering to accompany the
class.

Dale Willis

The National Hotel
100 N 6th St.

Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County School
District and edited by the staff of the Ledger it Times. Please direct
your questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (7534383) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

The gifted and talented students in Mrs. Cothran's Southwest Calloway
Elementar) School classes participated in a "Neat Treat" unit in which
the in% ented new and different snack foods for kids. New snacks such
as -radical rolls, fruit browns and gorbish," were created to have
market power. The students also wrote sales campaigns designed to sell
their products. Fifth-grade students displaying their products are: Beth
ance, Peter O'Rourke. 4ndy Rose, Tommy Richter and Carrie Bell.

Suite B

753-2508
NATIONWIDE
INSURANCE
Side

01

Nationyvocle is on your

Nationwide' Mutual Fire Insurance Company
Home office Columbus, Ohio

Molly Nelson received a certificate for complete the required
reading in Pizza Hut's "Book It"
reading program. Wily is a third grade student at East Calloway.

Third graders at East Calloway
School have been studying about
cities in their social studies class.
Students use items from daily use
to construct a city. Some of the
students working on the city were
(left to right) Randal Edmonson,
Nina Lowe, Harley Gamble, Josh
Elliott and Richard Kirby.

@Allison
Pliptog(aphy

GRAIFF1711

Easter Special

so mil
A tiT

1 - 8x10
2 - 5x7
8 - Wallets.„

EYou
bfr
S 1111H

1986 Silver Chrysler Laser XE, one owner, local car,
r -tops, automatic, leather seats, power seats & windows,MUCH MORE...

111 1'11 1
0411,

„„

II t
I

%1/
k—
p

.\
*A4.0

it
,

"NV,

604 S 12th Si

753-7114

S...19

Choice of Proofs — Includes Sitting Fee
Harry Allison
Cindy Chrisman-Veach
-53-8809,

607 S. 4th St.
_Murray, Ky.
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INVITATION TO LEASE
OFFICE SPACE
The Finance and Administration Cabinet of
Kentucky desires to lease approximately 400
square feet of office space to be located in
Calloway County, Kentucky. Parking for two
(2) vehicles must accompany the space. Space
must be available for occupancy on or before
April 15, 1988.
Responses may be made by any person in
writing on or before 10:00 a.m., Wednesday,
March 30, 1988. You need only to designate
the type and location of the property, the
name, address, and phone number of the
property owner, and the date of availability
of the property proposed for lease. Lease requisition number PR-3421 should be clearly
marked on the outside envelope of each proposal submitted to Room 171, New Capitol
Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
All responses received will be publicly opened and read at the above designated time.
You will be notified by a representative of the
Leasing Branch so that an appointment can

be made to inspect the proposed facility.
Property must be approved by the Office
of the State Fire Marshal, meet OSHA and
handicapped accessibility specifications, as
well as existing applicable building codes. For
any additional information, contact Ms. Donna Bray of the Leasing Branch by phoning
(502) 564-2199.

Notice

2

Carolyn's
Corner
Located Inside
Uncle Jeff's
•New & used furniture
•Antiques
•Giass & Brass
•& more

Murray Ledger 81 Times
2

Missed
Your
Paper?

Good Selection of
1951 - 1988 Cards.
Miss Martha's Antiques
302 Main St.
JO AN 'S Varieties has
name brand childrens
and junior spring ar
rivals, ladies
springwear and children and ladies bathing
suits at 40% off! Acid
washed jeans and
overalls, 9 months • 7
years. Layaways
available. Jo-An's
Varieties on the square,
753 9569

Call
753-1916

Notice

6

Help

Wanted

ADVERTISING
Salesperson
Ex
perience with print
media desired
Corn
mission basis Reply to
P 0 Box 1040 I
ATTENTION salesmen
2 job opportunities with
reliable firm
For ap
pointment call 492 8806
or write P 0 Box 671,
Murray, Ky 42071

Face
Brick
Start At
$140°°,10.0

Vowell &
Son, Inc.

rXPERIENCED

Cook
Also, ex
needed
perienced waitress Call
489 2533,
GET Paid for reading
THE Gold Nugget, books! $10000 per title
south side of square, Write: PASE 187K, 161
Lincolnway. N
Mayfield, Ky 247 6762. S
Diamonds, black hills Aurora, IL 60542
gold, 14kt. gold chains HALF DAY GREAT
"We sell for less!" "We PAY! Now hiring 15
guarantee it." Jimmy enthusiastic self
starting individuals for
Thompson Jeweler
TRANSFER your 8MM exciting new local
Pleasant
home movies to video promotion
tape $350 per 50 ft. voice and good reading
skills needed we train
reel, tape included
Also, slides, negatives Day or evening work.
and photographs Free All welcome. Apply
now. Southside_ Shop
pick up and delivery
Call Donna Darnell, ping Center, 616 S. 12th
Video Production St., Suite 103
10A.M.-4P.M.
Specialties 759-9/46

Martin, TN
587-2301

LIGHT DELIVERY
CASH PAID DAILY
Local deliveries, economy vehicle and neat
Unless
still
in
appearance a must
School or College,
Apply no
foF, immedi
Southsi"de
their family group
ate work
Shopping Center, 616 S
hospital insurance
.12th St
Suite 103.
may have'expired 01)A.M 4P M
due to age. Our
NEED Live in
housekeeper to do light
most popular Mahousework and help
jor Medical Policy
care for 2 children call
offers comprehen753 0305 after 5P M
sive benefits at
NEED a lob? 4 openings
now. You may qualifv
reasonable rates.
if: . (1)you do not have
For free informaGED or your high
tion call:
school diploma (2) you
have been Out of school
Jerry McConnell
9 months or more, (3)
Insurance
you are'between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE
753-4199
This project is funded
-tree kiesJ cisim •ervice"
by the Western Ky
Private Industry
Call
Council
JTPA
5 Lost and Found
JTPA Out Of School
BASSETT Hound. 753 9378 between 8 30
female, black with 12 00 5 davs a week
white feet
No collar
Lost in vicinity of North
16th Extension & Coles
Campground Rd
Call
753 7975
Male
REWARD
me borne e Kszei.
Lost
Bassett Hound
Miatt be Neeedabi•
near Bean Road Last
seen wearing orange
After 5 Phone
nylon and leather col .
492-8211
lar 436 2310
SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19!

5:30 to 6 p.m.
Mon -Fri
3:30 to 4 p.m.
Sat

khere can you easily find millions in
real estate, sell your old car, find a
better paying job, find your lost
tank book, make a good buy
on an antique lamp, locate
a good carpenter who
can repair your porch,

sell your
old baby
carriage and
much, much more')

Coll the Murray
Ledger & Times
753-7976
To Place Your Ad

2

Baseball Cards
Mays, Musial. Mattingly, Mantle, Mans
Mclawire. Mc Covey
and McCarver - Boyer
Banks, Boggs. Bell
Bench, Bunning Brock
and Brett From Hank
Aaron to Eric Davis

Financing Available
7534575
REVIVAL Services at
the Lake Land Aposto
tic Church Thursday
through Sunday. March
24 27, 402 Sunbury
Circle. For more in
formation or trans
portation, call 759 1602.
You Are Welcome!

Notice
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Situation

9

. 7(
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Instruction

11

LEARN TO DRIVE

TRACTON-TIIAILER
•
atagionencri
•••••0011
•CIO,Carlatkallaurt
•Jul. ar pan trite
Pinning
•tHartgantera
•rtriancail
•rsifiglalle

-4D5

LEIBANON
Call Ten Fraig '

Ime

1.800-3341203
Vt
i

rrain Si, hr •
Th.
TRAVEL AGENT
TouR Gui0E
AIRLINE RESERVATIONist

a It
re-NAT
ARE 4rOU
WRITING'?

A
mV61Ek'Y

YO)1ZE LOOKING Al
14151tiRt- IN TUE MAKING
1-1-/14E FIRcff 6CRATC14
AND SNIFF NOVEL
EVER, WRITTEN '

,

$tart locally full time part
time Train on Ipie airlme
computers Home study and
resident traning Financial
aid awaf.able 111 plarerner
asustance \anonal Hdotrs
Lighthouse Pt F1,,
f.T 11S1E1
HIMS

411 AAA.. AA....AAA

t

eli

vt_j_6 1

rer

Ai r 4411441 rrirtintrar !A 11

WITTITTrIl
GARREt HAVE YOL) EVER
IMAGINED Y00R5ELF A5 REALLY
YOuNG AGAIN?

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

YEAR5 OF EXPERIENCE5 YET-TO
LivE12 YEAR5 OF FUN
-10 BE HAD

ACROSS
1 Protective

ditch

I HAVE
TO GO TO
THE BATHROOM

5 Distress
signal
8 Secure
12 Monster
13 Pale
14 Server
15 Athletic
group
18 Native metal
17 Unusual
18 Assistant
20 Warning
devices
22 Conducted
23 Lock opener
24 "Charlie's

HEY! LOOK

. THERE'S A JOHN
IN THE .ENL1ST ED
MEN'S CLUB

WHO
THINKS THEY'PE

50wEBODY
EM CLU

Il

vvELL TDAATII CERTA04,..•
AA

27 "My - Sam
31 Electrified
particle
32 Veneration
33 One who
shirks duty
37 Deceived

40
41
42
45
49
50

Diocese
Irritate
Disguised
Tidier
One opposed
A, E. -,

52
53
54
55

Blbiicai weed
Shortly
Rubber tree
Lamb's pen
name
56 ProNacting
tooth
57 Encountered
58 Winter
vehicle
DOWN
1 Flying Insect
2 S-shaped
molding
3 Sea in Asia
4 Place for
worship
5 Sabers
8 Paddle

7 Moves about
furtively
8 Wanders
P 9 Sandarac
tree
10 Minor league
team of
III 9
10 11
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sus
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S-F
4 rd A S

RAINED
PLANET
o lUSUAL
IRON
NA
DEN
ACORN
GNU
EN
PLANT
TR'IP
STREETS CRETE
HARE
RE
SMELT
BOASTED
PEAS SORTS
RE
E+S
ATONE
TOT
A T
ARISE
IDE
RANGERRIITRADER
ELOESS SAGE S_IM

young

players
11 Sight organs
19 Lamprey
21 Hawaiian
wreath
24 River island
3
4
1
2
5
6
7
25 Neither
26 African
,13
14
antelope
12UUU
28 Hindu
ill
15
cymbals
29 Female sheep
1111
30 Crimson
34 Inquiring
35 Born
22
23
36 Boredom
37 Slow,
29 30
graceful
Milli
dance
31
32
38 Anger
39 Decrepit
39
33
34 Nil
horses slang
dUUU 42 Church
Service
41
405.
43 Presently
44 Portico
47
lil 47
48
46 High
47 Great Lake
Mil
52
48 Peruse
NUUU
61 Cheer heard
51
in Mexico
dUU
dRUU
Se

,.

TNE PNANTOM

Answer to Previous Puzzle
II P " L—
A-rt E

111
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Wanted

11

Instruction

TRAIN
TO BE A
PROFESSIONAL
•SECRETAla
*SEC. RE('IT1101§15T
•E1LECt T11E
SECRETAR1
Start LEA alit • td1 In,, part
tune loam mord pnta•aiang
and rvialrd art r•tanat
Horne Stud) and 11••tdent
Training %at 44di1.da7ter•
Hi
PI
talawartai 41 4.44*
tAri Hairrairsi •••••••try

I -800•3271728
THE Nsiii 41,1,1101.
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Miscellaneous

BEAUTY Shop equip
ment for sale 1 dresser,
bowl and 2 dryers Good
condition Call 759 1084
BIRD Baths & Concrete
Planters in various
sizes Clay pots in all
shapes & sizes
Strawberry Pots De
corative Rock. too'
Coast to Co a; t
Hardware, Murray!
LUBCAR Golf cart
Red with top, charger
included
753 0900
9 30A M 11A M
Ask
for Terry or Nancy
FINGERLING Channel
Catfish 12 cents each
Cal/ 382 2766 to order
March 11 18 after 6P M
Fish will be available

4M3rh19
FIREWOOD
th
FIREWOOD

for

sale

Seasoned
Oak
Delivered and
stacked or you pick up
Charles Barnett 753
5.476
FIREWOOD tor Sale
Also, tree removing .30
Years experiende• 436
2758 or 436 2562 \
Trees Apple,
plum, cherry.
peach
Several
and pear
varieties Only $999
each
Ornamental
trees .Purple Leaf,
Plum, Dogwood. Red
Bud, Flowering Pear,
Silver Maple, Willow., &
more Only $1450 each
At Coast to Coast Har
dware in the Central
Shopping Ctr MurrayGILSON Tog slitter. 5}414
Briggs & Stratton mo
tor. 13 ton capacity. belt
drive, excellent conch
ton
753 7783 after
5P M
JOHN De'er'e model SiS
riding mower, 6HP,
electric start perfect
condition $425 Cali
435 4,526
LARQE. large. large
seieCttort of -storage—
buildings in stock for
immediate. delivery..
Acree Portab.1 e
Buildings. Mayfield

FRUIT

14

Want to Bu

JUNK cars and trucks
Ask for Larry 753 3633
WANTED
Standing
timber We use horses,
no %kidder
Cail Ken
Glasco 615 232 6425

WANT
TO BUY
Dark Fire Cured

Tobacco Base
Call:
492-8366
After 3 p.m.
15

Articles for

Sale

T 77.000 BTU air con
ditioner. 1 5,000 BTU air
c ond'honer and upright
treqer 15 5 Cu ft Al!
good condition 759 9556
HOire

Furnishings

FOR Sale Couch and
chair, $200 or best offer
Call 753624.4
MOVING safe
Loveseats Hotpoint re
frig , GE stove reds
ner, bunk beds Call

MatchingW
couch
NEW Matching
and chair, one full size

ALLIANCE
+MAC/I:JO-MA/If

'

Situation

1 will keep and care for
a lady in my home in
Experienced
Hazel
Good references 492
8510
WILL Sit with elderly
people days Call 345
2875

16
INSTRUCTION

n
,
NINOW•G c*w'rses

,

•

t't

Wanted

CHRItTIAN family win
do mowing, light_ haul
mg, and house cleaning
Prices reasonable 492
8899
GENERAL house and
office cleaning 6 years
experience
Re
ferericeS 159 1578
HOME Childcare
Monday Friday, infants
to 4 years Call 437 4678

90, •nlintio

flu dswe

,sr.f.'

9

Wanted

NOW Hiring counter
help Sammons Bakery,
full or part time Apply
in person only
No
phone calls please
N ow taking ap
plications for cooks &
waitresses Apply in
person 9-5, Valley
Drive In, Hwy 94 East
PART TIME Female
restaurant help needed
D ays, nights &
weekends Must be 21
Apply at the Big Apple
Cafe, US 641 South,
Puryear, TN, or call
901 247 5798 after.
11 30A.M'
PART TIME Waitress
needed
11A M 2P M
Mon Fri. Apply at Up
town Deli between
9A M 11A M
IZN Director of Nursing
needed for 118 bed facil
ity Experience preferred
but not absolutely neces
sary Must have strong
supervisory
manage
men4 and ursing skills
Excellent benefits &
chance for advancement
Apply in person at
Oakview Manor, Hwy 62
East, Calvert City, Ky
E OE MFHV
SERVICE Station a
tendant Part .or full
time Send resume to
P 0 Box 1010 B
WANTED RN or LPN
to work in office setting
with pediatric • adult
allergy and asthma
patients: Send resume
only to Rpute 2, Box 39
Murray, KY 42071
WA
TED
Sound
technician for rock
band 345 2597

BABYSITTER
NEEDED

TWO A NC' A ,- -, _I: REVOLUTIONS
I USEi2TJ I70 BETTEK THAN THAT

Help

bed, kitchen table and
four chairs It can be
seen at A 14 Fox
Meadows after 5P M
PAIR of Lazy Boy
rocker recliners, con
temporary style. 3
months old, excellent
condition Call 759 1750
SOFA. great shape, $375
Wing
or best offer
chair, good shape. $65
firm Call 753 0571
Two Recliners Besf
offer Call 753 1062
YOUTH Bed with rails,
including mattress
Baby bed with mat
tress Good condition
Call 753 8950
19 Farm Equipment
CASE Garden Tractor
late model, 14HP with
44" mower deck. extra
sharp, priced to sell
'753 5890
GARDEN Tractor for
sale, 5 HP Briggs- &
Stratton engine Call
753 7852
Sports Equipment
GOLF Cori, like new 1
wheels with hard top
$1500 Call 901 247 3986
GOLF cart, 4 wheeler
with new batteries and
trailer $1000 753 5744

20

24

Miscellaneous

10 CHANNEL. Hand
held programmable
scanner, car antenna
UM, 4 Channel Crystal
scanner and recharger
$15 Call Mark 753 2337
15x8 LANDAU Chrome
wheels, lugs, caps,
stems with 243 60R 15'
white letter tires
National XT Renegade
$500 3 Prom Dresses,
sizes 8, 17, and 20 Cali
753 5382 after 5P M
1981 FORD Escort for
parts 19" color stereo
TV, Fuzz buster, 10
channel programmable
Scanner with charge
Call 153 4022
unit
Leave name and phone
number
T GALLON Assorted
Boxwood,
Shrubs
Holly, Eunonymous,
Azaleas, more, more,
more, only $2 99 ea
Your choice New this
year 7 gal Flowering
Shrubs, Lilacs.
Honeysuckle, more
varieties only $699
each. At Coast to Coast
Hardware
ROW John Deere corn
drill, antique walnut
round table with 4
chairs, antique mantle
clock, excellent condi
tion Several pieces of
antique glassware Call
753 0537
11 MEAT Cooler Calf
489 2533
ALUMINUM extension
ladders 14' $39 99; 16'
$42 99, 20' 559 99, 24'
$74 99, 28' $99 99 Wallin
Hardware, Downtown,
Paris.

s
tK_2Ar0W
99
5°
N2MW
20
4:W
ill
3RH aBr c
owlearl,
re
downtown Paris TN
MARINE Batteries 74
Series 85 amp 139 99 27
Series 105 amp 549 99
Wallin .Hardware
downtown Paris. TN
MARTIN ho4Jses
room $1999 17 room,
52999 18 room, 54499,
591e99
- $2,999
00
14 •
oo
pim
ng 5
t2e4iesc
r,
Wallin Hardware
downtown Parts Tn
MEMBERSHIP in
Pirates Cove Resort
$5000153Serousoffers
298
only
P
cumEttEl.artr
a uglsch 7p7!
n
'nuggets 3 39 3 cu ft
bags Spaghnum Peat 4
cu ft only $869 We
also have top soil,
potting soil cow man
ure & peat Coast 'to
Coast Hardware
Murray
ROLL Top desk. 4'
Also Zenith
3-4
advance system 3 with
remote control, 25'
console Full size utility
truck box 22.000 BTU
Admiral window unit
1S2hgoapugempaumd
trailCer
A
pump
shotgun Call 436 5355
SE SONED firewood,
550 2 ricks. delivered
SPLIT firewood, muIcN
and slabs delivered
CAs I I 435 4530
TINDY 100 rtiC ,
drives, motom prirrter
software
753 0900
9
As3k0fAorAATerryorNan
ilA M ocnyl
TILLERS. 5HP Briggs
and Stratton engine,
chain drive. $28999 in
carton
Wallin Hard
ware, Downtown. Paris
WANT standing timber
will work off on shares
with horses or skidder
your preference
615 232 7813, 232 7536. or
232 7635
25

Business Services

GET your fax refund
faster! We're equipped
to transmit to IRS by
computer
Refunds
issued in average of 18
days last year! We can
transmit if I do the
preparation. you or
another preparer
Now
preparing individual,
farm, business and
partnerships
Call
Joyce Noel Tax Service
489 2440 for appoint
ment, information or
rates
GET your tax refund
faster! We're equipped
to transmit to IRS by
computer
Refunds
issued in average of 18
days last year! We can
transmit if I do the
preparation, you or
another preparer
Now
preparing individual,
farm, business and
partnerships
Call
ktyce Noel Tax Service
489 2440 for appoint
ment, information or
rates.
MIKE Hodge's Tax
Service offering elec
ironic filing
Refunds
processed in average of
18 days 11 years ex
perience
Southside
Shopping Center, 759
1425
26

TV. Radio

T3 COLOR TV & stand
$100 Call after 5P M
153 3345

•
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27 Mobile Homes for Sale

'It'a d I o

19" ZENITH Systems
III Portable Color TV
With remote Very good
condition, $150 25"
SYLVANIA GT Matic
Console color TV, nice
cabinet, great color,
$125 Call 759 1.545
)5" QUASAR color
console, works good,
$75 Call 8a m 5p m
759 9924
LEASE TO OWN 25'
console TV with remote.
Murray
$53 a month
Rental & Sales 753 8201
LEASE TO OWN 19
color TV, $28 a month
Murray Rental & Sales
753 8201
LEASE TO, OWN Wir
eless remote VCR $32 a
Murray Rental
month
& Sales 753 8201
LEASE TO OWN 120
watt stereo system,
only $53 per month
Murray Rental & Sales,
753 8201

1981 14x72 CLAYTON
mobile home, 2 bed
room, 1 bath, large
kitchen, large living
room with fireplace
Central electric heat
and air, washer and
dryer hook up, partially
In trailer
furnished
park in town. $10,000
firm Must see to ap
preciate 436 2173 after
6P.M.

27 Mobile Homes for Sale

* Four Star*

1/x70 CUSTOM built 8it5
F leetwOOdrdomOre,. 2
8937 or 437
BR Call
4495
1969 RI TECRAF r 17x65-,
2 bedroom. Ashley
woodstove, northern
insulated, with 2x/
walls, good condition
435 4249 after SP M
1976, 14' X 56'. DE
TROITER mobile
home, all electric, cen
tral heat & air. S4600
. Call 437 4461 or 437 4890

MOBILE HOME
REPAIR

38

4 BEDROOM mobile
home, 2 full baths,
washer and dryer,
woodstove Also, 2 bed
room mobile home.
Both furnished or un
furnished
Phone 489
2220
TRAILER for rent Calf
Dill's Trailer Court
759 1577

AKC Black lab pups
Reelfoot Lake hunting
stock guaranteed
Males 1100, Females
175 Call 502 354 8714
AKC Golden Re
trievers, shots and
wormed, 8 weeks old, 5
males, 3 females, 1100
1150 901 822 3405
ONE Year old Bluetick
Bloodhound female,
partially trained
Ready for breeding
1.450 Call 527 8341

30

OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air con
ditioned
Shady Oaks
753 5209
1 BEDROOM Mobile
Home on private lot 8
miles East of Murray
$165 per month plus
deposit
Call Linzy
Beame at 436 2582

Doors Windows
Vinyl Skating Got.tnstalled
Leveling piumoins,
sagged roofs & floor
tepaued
Best races duality results
Deck 'rum $21110
Factor'', t tp•Mtitc•
Someone
Yob.. Sown*.
.
r 5074124440.

'86 Dodge 15 Passenger Maxi Van
Front & Rear neat & ar
Extra clean automatic & Full Power

PEPPERS
CHRYSLER-PLY MOUTH-DODGE• 31,' EACT.Vvi , 3T LAKE HWY 79E
PARIS TN 901-642-5661

MI WRAY - CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
AND LONG TERM (ARE UNIT

PSYCHOLOGIST
Psychollgist licensed to practice in Kentucky
needed part-time to conduct group therapy
and

psychological testing for -12 bed
psychiktric unit to open in April in J,FAH ac
creditedfienera I hospital

t'ontact: Richard Storts, Personnel,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Murra, KY 42071.(502) 753-5131 ext. 113

the

Business

32

Apts for

-Where the Easter Bunny finds lots of
goodies to fII baskets or wishes. Select
from plants, c ut flowers, balloons, stuffed animals, candy, & gift items.
Coll early for special orders.
Hours:
Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m. -4:30 p.m. MURRAY
and 6:00 p.m. • 8:30 p.m. CA Ii /MY
Sat-Sun.. 12 noon - 5 p.m.

753-5131, Ext. 175

COL
IKNYIAL
803 Poplar
Murray KY 420/1

=

Rent

BEDROOM upstairs
apartment, outside en
trance Stove and re
frigerator furnished.
Reasonable utilities ,713
Elm. $175 per month.
395 4756
FURNJSHED4 2 bed
room apartment Quiet
couple Outside entr
ance, water furnished,
$225 plus deposit Call
753 5711.
MUR Cal apfs
Nor
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR
Now renting
Equal
Housing Opportunity
759 4984
NOW renting I and
bedroom apartments
Call Embassy Apart
ments at 753 3530
TAKING applications
tor Section 8 Rent
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
BR
Apply Hillaale
Apts
Hardin, Ky
Equal Housing
Opportunity
34

Houses for

Rent

BEDROOM House,
gas heat $275 per
month with deposit. Call
753 1513 efter 4P M
beautiful
TO lease
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
house in Panorama
Shores Fireplace and
many other extras Call
901 479 2604 after
m
36

for Rent or Lease

PENT to Own a Heavy
Duty Washer and
Dryer, 118 per week
Call Movie World at
753 4663
Livestock Supplies

37

BAY

horse with saddle,
blanket, bricIdle
Two
wheel trailer 4 x7' with
tilt bed '52 Chevy truck
for restore Call /36 5648
REGISTERED Warn
Also
bouillet sheep
geese 753 4106
SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls Per
formance & semen
Excellent qual
tested
ity $650 & up Cadiz
Ky 522 8794
Pets Supplies

38

4

Rentals

OFFICE For Rent
T
blk from court square
downtown area
Call
753 4374
SPACE for office or
small business at 113
South 13th St Call Tom
Hopkins 753 6202

28 Mobile Homes for Rent

PERFECT FOR YOUR CHURCH

4.3.0

28 Mobile Homes for Rent

PEKINESE puppies
Beautiful! Blond, dark
brown & a rare true
parti color
May lee
sire & dame Ready by
April -1st. Home raised.
1175 & up Payments
available
Phone 435
4398 Murray Come see
anytime
ISED with TLC
AKC Shih flu puppies
Adorable, champion
bloodlines, good
markings. shots
healthy Priced to sell
436 2323
SHIH TZU Puppies
adorable, tiny bundles
of fur Have many to
choose from Spotted &
solid Wormed & have
had all shots Ready by
April 1st
1180
Payments available
Phone 435 4398 Murray.
Come see anytime

,
1aiXeiztel
W/zi.0-6

%.9;2•C

MANY OTHER SPECIALS IN STOCK!
UNIVERSAL HOUSING IS YOUR WHOLESALE MOBILE HOME OUTLET!
Open: Monday-Saturday 9 a.m. • 6 p.m. • Sun. 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Farm Bureau Insurance
is committed to quality
Homeowners and Farmowners Coverage
in all areas of Calloway County.
We provide coverage wherever you live
County or City
Ray T

AGENTS
01 toiCk

k ui.FA1
tot)

C

Broo(h, Bob Corni•liao,,

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
753-4703

43

Real Estate

47, Motorcycles

CP

50
Used Trucks
53 Services Offered
1973 FORD pick up,
GUTTER(NG by Sears
auto, p s
air
Good
condition, $750 Call Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
753 8838 after 3 30P.M
1975 FORD pick up, specifications. Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
F150 Call 753 3402
estimate
1976 DODGE 4 wheel
HAMILTON Cultured
drive, 3/4 ton, 4 speed
marble and tile. 643 Old
Call 753 7161
Benton Rd. 753 9400.
1978bC
sw
HEV_
at
Scottsdale,
0
spb
INSULATION blown in
by Sears
TVA ap
am/fm_cipe, rally
proved. Save on those
wheelsollbar, $2000 high
heating and cool
firm. 753 3187
ing bills. Call Sears
1978 FORD Bronco, 1 753 2310
for free
owner, local truck_ Call estimate.
1after6AA
PA
Mz
.D
75A
3 412
7.
ILLEE.'S CARPET
pick'ulr" CLEANING. For all
truck, solid white, your carpet & upholst
lowered 3". Call 759 ery cleaning. For a
free
4131 (days), or 753-7252 estimate call 753 5827
(nights).
Satisfied references.

SOLD! This 4 letter 1979 YAMAHA 400 XS,
word is used on a street bike, good shape,
regular basis by Key runs good, with extras
Associates Wilson 1700, call 753 5046
Realty. We now have
many new services to
Used Cars
offer sel4ers For the 49
Key Advantages in 1968 CADILLAC 4 door.
listing your home with Former funeral car, low
Key Associates, contact mileage
Everything
Wayne Wilson today at works
753 0900
753 3263 or 753 5086
9 30A.M HA M only
WISH to purchase Ask for Terry or Nancy.
income producing pro 1976 DELTA 88 Olds. P.5 ,
perty or rented crop P.B., AM/FM radio, de
41
Public Sales
land through owner pendable. S600. Call after
financing. Have down 5p m 753 6211
1976 REGAL Buick in
payment_ Phone pro
good condition, $900
posal to 753-6781.
Call 759 4731
1977 GRAND Prix SJ,
44
Lots Aor
le
loaded, sun roof, PW,
tlEAUTIFUL la eside PL, AM/FM
cassette.
lot
on
Ky.
Lake,
would
Saturday,
51650. 753 2556.
make an excellent
Campers
CAPRICE Classic, 51
March 19, 1988 building or mobile home 1978
site. Lot has grassy loaded with 68,000 1988 JAYCO deluxe
8-12
pop up, roof air con
clearing surrounded by original miles, original
Call 753-2900 or ditioner, 3 way refrig.,
1517 Dudley Dr. trees_ Will sell cheap. owner
after
5P.M.
753
5702
surge brakes, spare
Call after 6P.M 502 227
1978 GRAND Prix, 81, tire, sleeps 6, perfect
Wicker furniture,
4203
LAKE property af 000 miles. LJ Edition, condition, used one
bicycles artd other_
bargain. price 8x38 all the extras, excellent time, must sell. Save
items
2 bedroom trailer on condition, $2900. Call' over $1000. 753 7853.
753 5268 after 5P.M.
)0 UNIQUE Camper
approx. 100'x150'
trailer, needs some
Septic, deepwell with 1979 CUTLASS station
pump, storage building wagon, V-8, power seats, work. Call 474 2325.
and deck, near power windows & locks.
Good condition. $1100
Bloodriver. 1.6,000. 314
Call 492 8956
471 6163 days or 314 472
52 Boats -Motors
1675 after 6p m
14 JON Boat & 18HF
Need An Extra Car
motor. Call after 6P M
46 Homes for Sale
For A Few Days?
3-45.2042
2 BEDROOM house in
F 10111 Get”. Al
17
DUO Roamer,
country (8 miles north
12 OHPin
DWAIN TAYLOR
on Hwy 121)
Will
board/outboard
14'
CHEVROLET. INC.
consider trade for nice
Traveler, 20HP Johnson
Baby items, house mobile home $8000
502-753-2617
Trolling, depth 436 2261
Call 753 9866.
furnitue,
goods,
after 5P.M
BEDROOM, 2 bath 1979 GL Volvo, V6,
1977 TIDECRAFT, 18
bicycles, clothes, etc.
brick home near Ben
automatic, PW. Air, sun
ton. Phone 527 9932 roof, 4'door, gold, $2500. B ass boat, 175
Evinrude, SST Clever
after 5P.M.
Call 901 247 3986.
Prop, 24 Volt Evinrude,
BY Owner in Paris, TN
1979 WHITE Firebird, Foot Control, 2
Brick Home with
good condition. Call Locators, 2 Live Wells,
finished basement, over
after 4P.M 753-0444.
Trailer (low hours),
2,000 square -feet, 3 or 4 19130 MONTE Carlo, $4750
Call 753 7432
bedrooms, 2 baths, liv
power & air, AM/FM
mg room, kitchen/din
cassette, sport wheels, 1983 BAJA
19' 302
ing combination with
1/2 vinyl top, good
Chevrolet, V -8 Mercury
built
in..
appliances
and
1536 Oxford Dr. •
tires, excellent condi outdrive, tandum
pantry, large utility tion, 79,xxx miles,
Sofa & chair, maple
room, rarge family 11695 Call 499-2733 trailer. Call 753 5744.
1985 F)kBUGLA$
room „workshop, abun
china cabinet, antique
anytime
dent rlosets, beautifully
16 1 / 2"
Runabout
wicker rocker, maple
1982 OLDS Toronado.
decorated, CHA, deck,
long, 140H P inboard
dresser, ping pong
753
6308.
carport with attic storengine, S.S. prop, cover.
table, toys, upright_
age, flue, TVA in- -1983 CHRYSLER Fifth Like new, $7,500. Call
Avenue. Leather inter
freezer,
sulated, under termite
other
753 8428.
ior, all options, excel
contract, large lot, quiet
household items
1985 PROCRAFT 15
neighborhood, 11 years lent condition. 41,000 Bass boat, 60H P Mermiles Call 753 5681
Old, Assumable 7 1/2%
cury with power trim &
Interest Loan, 154,000. 1988 TOYOTA Camry, tilt_ Mercury trolling
perfect
equipped,
fully
Call 901 642 5027 after
motor & depth finder.
condition, 5,800 miles
5P.M
Like new. 753 1775.
Call
502
753
7853.
FOR Sale - New house
1987 BOMBER Crap
bargains!
'RED
HOT
located in Merrywood
piemate 88HP Johnson,
Drug dealers' cars,
Subdivision just off of
S.S. Raker prop., John
boats, planes repo'd
Benton Bypass to
Surplus. Your area. son F.C. trolling motor,
Murray 3 bedrooms, 2
Lorance Z260 De
Buyers guide
baths, double garage
pthfinder, custom
with electric opener, (1)805 687 6000 Ext. SFri. & Sat.
trailer. Marine radio
8155.
built in bookcase, large
run less than 15 hours,
March
wood deck, plus over 800
immaculate condition
sq ft of storage area
c$9000, 489 2816. Now it's
18 & 19
Call 527 9192 f 0 r
G.W invaderlO 17/
appointment
709 Sycamore 'THE Perfect hide away
(Skip Jack) rebuilt
50 HP Johnson and
rFonwerry or Murray 4 FunorU
or starter home
7 am.-?
trailer Complete rig is
bedroom, nice lot, low
real nice. 11250,
489
teens Call Key As
2816.
sociates, Wilson Realty
WE buy, sell or trade
at 753- 3263
boats, motors, trailers,
47
Motorcycles
parts or most anything
Nei. 3, Used
marine Paris, Tn- 901
1965 200 YAMAHA
GM Executives
642 3332.
wheeler, electric &
Program Vehicles
manual start with re
601-642-3•00
verse $1,100 Good
53 Services Offered
condition. Call 759 4515
Hwy. 79 W. - Pods
after 5P.M
Al ENTERPRISES of
tering brick and block
driveway and patio
work_ Carpentry work
of all phases. Also.
natural and LP gas
work. Free estimates
436 5355.
A f TREE Service and
stump removal. Your
professional tree ser
43
vice All types, remo
Riell I Estate
val, topping, feeding
1 ACRE. 3 buildings.
Free estimates. 50'
natural gas, septic tank,
bucket truck and chip
Seated Lyn McKinney
10 miles north of
per Call 753 0906
Murray on 121
Call
Left Tina Overby Darnell
ALL types of gravel
753 0318
(formerly of Westside) &
hauled Also, slabs and
Sale: Good rental
Terri Roberts
mulch Reasonable. 435
property, four apart
4 2 9 1 , 4 3 7 4 4 0 2 or
ments, 1 block from
Shape up for Spring with a special from
753 0467
campus $40,000. call
Headlines new employees
APPLIANCE
753 1203
Kenmore.
SERVICE
Tina's Special:
Lyn & Tern 's
Westinghouse.
Special:
Whirlpool. 27 years
Va Voom Perm
experience. Parts and
Haircut
(Absolutely No Curl
service_ Bobby Hopper.
Bob's Appliance Ser
6 Week Perm)
Perm 132
vice, 202 S 5th St
Business 753 4872, 436
Highlights '28
5848 (home)
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Mar 14 2,IN,1,3t 1,1 A:
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
Brown. .Service on gas
and electric ranges,
Dixieland Center
753-0882
microwave's, dis
h washers, re
frigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354 6956 or 753
5341
BREAKING and disc
Face Brick start at 9133"
ing gardens Yard Ian
Leveling
dscaping
•Brick •Mortor •Stone •Flue Blocks
d riveways and
•Flue Liners •Patio Pavers •Crossties •Pottery
bushhogging 436 5430
Price Laird. owner
Poryeer, TN
247-3232
or 753 0659
BRICK block and con
crete driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
kOPPERUD Realty
foundations, chimneys
offers a complete range
27
New and repair
of Real Estate services
years experience. Free
with a wide selection of
estimates Large or
"Competent yard care at competitive prices,"
quality homes, all
small jobs Charles
prices. 753 1722, toll free
Barnett 753 5476
1 800 251 HOME Ext
CONCRETE drive
711 L for courteous,
ways, patios, carpentry
competent Real Estate
and block work CALL
service We make buy
502 492 8160
ing I, selling Real
FENCE sates at Sears
Estate easy for you
now.' Call Sears 753 2310
PINEBLUFF over
for free estimate for
looking Ky
Lake -.2
your needs
bedroom, 1 bath trailer
most any type
FOR
•Now Stocking Limited Supplies
All new carpet, par
driveway white rock
tially furnished, $13,000
also, any type gravel,
Of High Quality Trees & Shrubs
Phone 753 1500 iNf ter
dirt andnand call Roger
5P M
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753 6763.
OB Haley says. I've
GENERAL repair
got buyers I need
plumbing, roofing, yard
sellers List your pro
work, tree work and
perty with me Call me
(Evening/Weekend
Calls
Welcome)
wood 125 a rick 436 1647
at 489 7166 Or Roberts
or 436 5895
Realty 753 1651

Garage
Sale

Yard
Sale

Fri & Sat
8 am - 3 pm
1710 Audubon

Moving Sale
Saturday
8 am-2 pm

Inside
Moving
Sale

53

Services Offered

SEWING Machine Re
pair
All makes and
models. Home & In
dustrial
Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753 2674,
Stella, Ky.
SHEETROCK finistafig,
new or repair 436 2811
SUREWAY Tree
Service Topping, prun
ing, tree removal. Ae
rial bucket truck. Fully
insured for your prot
ection. Stump removal
with no lawn damage
Free estimates. No
obligations. 753 5484.
TRAILER owners.
Does your trailer roof
LICENSED electrician, need sealing? Free
residential and com- estimates. Call Kenneth
mercial. Air condition- at 436'2326.
ing. Sales and service. WET BASEMENT? We
Gas installation and make wet basements
repair for natural and dry. Work completely
LP. Fred's Repair 753- guaranteed. Call or
wrile Morgan Con
7203.
struction Co.
MAX W. Parker, Box
Attorney at Law. For- 409A, Paducah, Ky.
mer county attorney; 42001 or call 1 442-7026.
former district iudge. WHEELCHAIR bound
Office, 104 N. 4th St, or handicapped? If you
Murray, 753 3153; contract to purchase a
Home, 753-7900.
Murray City home
MOBILE HOME currently under re
Specialist, Repair, novation, the design will
leveling, underpinning, be modified to ac
roofs, floors, plumbing, comodate your needs.
wiring, washing, Offer good until March
21, 1988. Call 753 3875.
hurricane straps. 759
4850.
WILL do plumbing in
PRE ENGINEERED stallatIon & repairs. All
Woodframe Buildings guaranteed. Free es
for commercial or farm timates. Phone. 492 8899
use. Also churches, or 753 1308
stables, arenas,
garages. Call today 55 Feed and Seed
901 642 2080. Custom
Metal Buildings.
The New N.K.
DUALITY construction
Stauffer
Pride
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates. Call G
N.K. Seed Corn
& A 436-2617.
Alfalfa, Clover,
Also,
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
0. Grass and Timothy,
painting, plumbing,
Garden Seeds.
coiterete. Free estimates. Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.
SAWDUST, loaded
single axle truck $10.
Shomaker Lumber Co.,
121 S. Neale Rd
Hwy. 22 N, McKenzie,
Tn., 901-352-5777.
753.5522

Carraway.
Farms

WILL haul white rock,
free- C-otuni-ri
rift raft, dirt, sand
gravel & fertilizer. Call FREE Puppies to give
Chuck Williams away, mixed breed
Call 474 2325
759-1354.
**10111
753 •
5940 •

All Types Of

•
•
•
•

Custom Woodworking

•

Dan Taylor

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Ix, of
Pans, TN

Big Yard Sale

Sat.
8 AM - ?
618S.9th St.
Something for
everyone!

FOR

Apartment
Complex
Near MSU

OUR MARCH SPECIALS!!
Only $494 Down and $124 Monthly!
oasis 2 Bedroom 1; Wide Special,
1988 3 Bedroom wiLarge Walk-In Closet Range Refrig Stereo Garden Tub Delivery
Only $849 Down and $183 Monthly!
Settir
1988 18.80 Spacious 3 Bedroom 2 Bath
Only $981 Down and $245 Monthly!
Home

Mirrray Ledger & Times

18 Unit

1578 Ft Campbell Blvd - Clarksville. Tennessee 37042
Phon•(615) 5524948/648-9705

1968 Double WIde 14x44 3 Bedroom 2 Full Baths vaulted Ceiling Range Retrig
•, .Trig F an Delivery Setup
Only $929 Down end 9232 Monthly!

Pets Supplies

PAGE 15

Ex. occupancy
record.
Call 759-9ERA
for details

18

$20

Headlines

Puryear Brick & Supply Co.

ERA'
HERITAGE
REALTY

•

'Drop by & swe our showroom
409 SUNBURY
MURRAY
1Bmwio eunr,r Sumo
**********************

SALE
JEANS & THINGS
In Shoppers Mall
Zena Jeans
Cartoon Zena
Lee & Levi

$19.95

Skirts

512.00

•Pruning

•Mulching

•Planting

•Fertilization

•Seeding

759-4808

$12.95
515.95

50% Off Tops & Sweaters

SHOPPERS MALL
Open Thurs -Fri.-Sat. 9-5. Sun 12-5

641 North

I Rex Camp Backhoe Service
Special through March & April
Reploce lines from the house to

city sewers

Master Plumber 753-9224
The only used cars we sell
are one's we'd own ourselves

CARS
'87 Plymouth Voyager
1 -owner, less than 7.000

SE...Local
e s lots of War-

ranty left

'86 Buick Century Limited...Local oneowner. just 22.000 mt loaded
'86 Pontiac 6000...Local 1 -owner. 27.000
mi . full power and air
'85 Dodge Daytona...Auto air. AM-FM
cassette under 50.000 mi
'85 Dodge Omni...Local 1 -owner, auto air
AM-FM stereo
'84 Ford Escort Wagon...Auto. air, extra nice and clean

TRUCKS

JE Y'S YARD GUARD

•Mowing

•

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

W-150 4x4
'
18
-owner

LE...Local

eery Dutton 6 knot) must see &

drive

'86 Dodge Maxi Van...Local 1 -owner. 15
passenger. front & rear air & heat, lots of other
options

'85 Chevy Scottsdale...Local 1 -owner
auto

air

AM -FM 'ctereo

power gteering &

brakes

'84 Ford

F100

Custom...6 Cyclinder. 4

speed. priced to sell

PEPPERS
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE
1332 EAST WOOD ST., LAKE HWY
PARIS, TN 901-642-5661

74,,
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OBITUARIES
Clifton Roberts Jr.
Services for Clifton Roberts Jr.
are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. James Garland is officiating and Mrs. Olivene Erwin
is organist.
Pallbearers are Guthrie
Roberts, Fred Roberts, Eurie
Garland, Gene Allen, Ross Fleck
and Bill Redick.
Burial will follow in Hicks
Cemetery.
Mr. Roberts Jr.. 57, died
Wednesday at 9:55 a.m. at his

Mrs. Isabel

home, 923 North 18th St., Murray.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Muriel Lawrence Roberts; two
stepdaughters, Mrs. Gene
IDorothyl Allen, Rt. 5, Murray.
and Ms. Patricia Maloney and
friend. Ross Fleck, Apopka, Fla.:
his mother, Mrs. Faye Robbins,
Prescott, Ariz.; his stepmother,
Mrs. Jo Roberts, Rt. 5. Murray;
half sister, Mrs. Alma Fieldmire,
and half brother, Steve Robbins.
Prescott; four stepgrandchildren:
five stepgreat-grandchildren.

McElrath Booher

Gasoline pump prices
In dollars per gallon for full-serve regular based
on December, 1987. exchange rate

tt

Most Expensive

Graveside rites for Mrs. Isabel
McElrath Booher will be at 3 p.m.
today at Murray City Cemetery.
The Rev. Nowell Bingham will officiate. J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of
arrangements.
Mrs. Booher, 78, Nashville,
Tenn., died Tuesday at Baptist
Hospital, Nashville.
She is survived by three sons,
Richard M. Booher Jr., Knoxville,
and William C. Booher and John
0. Booher, Houston, Texas; five
grandchildren; several cousins including Mrs. William Marjorie
Major of Murray.

Mrs. jeNiel
H. Parks

Best bargains
['Caracas 5.19

p Riyadh. Saudi Arabia .25

Memorial services for Mrs.
Jewel H. Parks Were today at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Mi. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. R.J.
Burpoe officiated.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Parks, 89, of Biloxi, Miss
died Sunday at a hospital at Ocean
Springs. Miss.
Born Feb. 20, 1899, in Murray.
she waS the daughter of the late
Byrd Haley and Elizabeth Hendricks Haley.
She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Imogene Dill, Biloxi, Miss.;
10 grandchildren; five greatgrandchildren.

Cairo.43
Lj Mexico City .57
Note: Chicago's current
1;4
6, cost 51 18
111111

:
'11110
a111111g
Chcaoc Trbune Grapy

RUftelliliMef InIt)MatIOnal AAA C

are normal. Is this an ulcer"
DEAR READER: This type of pain
could arise from irritation of the upper abdominal muscles, an abdominal
hernia or from a disorder of the internal organs, such as the pancreas. If
you had an ulcer, it probably would
have shown up on the upper gastrointestinal X-ray study that you had. See
a gastroenterologist. a specialist who
may be able to define a cause of your
symptoms. Remember that aspirin
does affect blood coagulation
that's why it may be effective in
venting heart attacks — so I think
”d.nni •tate Market Nets• •er,l/re Marra I.
kentut Purehatme Arra Ho
(Market Report
that you should avoid aspirin if it
Int Jude-. tSuutg Stabans itterelpta 4.rt..3111 Fat
causes any bleeding from your intesti- I ret Barrow,& (iltts I 1111 I LS Weser. Sows okbad)
nal tract.
1.50 Ina
1 • I !.1St ttie142.31
343.40
$40.30-42.31
DEAR DR. GOTT: My granddaugh- 1 • I!31.10 /Da
I• .1 3 :711
311
$
112L.011-42.
as42_4.
iir has achalasia. It seems as if stress 1111-3,4-00 VW Me
aggravates the condition What can
she do"
DEAR READER Achalasia refers
to the inability of muscle fibers in
parts of the intestine to relax The
most common form is called cardiospasm. the inappropriate contraction
of the round muscular sphincter between the esophagus and the stomach
Such a spasm is thought to be due to a
disruption of the nervous impulses
reaching the sphincter, hence, swallowing can be difficult at times because peristalsis is interrupted The
esophagus can become weakened and
dilated Stress often aggravates the
condition.
A second, less common type of
achaiasia is Hirschsprung's disease.
massive dilation of segments of the
large intestine due to a congenital absence of nerve fibers
Cardiospasm can usually be treated
with muscle-relaxant drugs. stress
control and attention to diet Surgery.
to relieve spasm, is seldom required
However. in Hirschsprung's disease.
the most effective treatment is removal of the affected portion of
bowel
I believe that your granddaughter
should be under the care of an intestinal specialist who can determine
which treatment would be most appropriate for her
CI Mi. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Therapy can treat
nymphomania

Hog Market

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT. I'm a freelance
novelist. In my latest book, I'm trying
to create a character who is a recovered nymphomaniac. My assistants
and I cannot agree on the causes and
cures of this disorder. Can you help"
DEAR READER: Nymphomania. a
disorder of women, is marked by an
excessive desire for sexual activity,
without much satisfaction. (In men.
this disorder is known as satyriasis.)
It is now considered to be a psychosexual ailment stemming from a personality conflict. This acting-out behavior may result when women
inappropriately equate emotional
closeness with sexual intercourse.
That is. psychological conflicts prevent some women from experiencing
security and love without the necessity of sexual activity Other women try
to 'prove" that they are not frigid or
homosexual. Nymphomania usually
responds to counseling therapy
Because of your interest in this subject, I'm sending you a free copy of
my Health Report. MENTAL AND
EMOTIONAL ILLNF-SS. Other readers who want a copy of this Health
Report should send $1 and their name
and address to PO Box 91369, Cleveland. OH 44101-3369 Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR. GOTT I have a sore
spot in my stomach below my ribs. It
hurts to touch and my stomach is upset most of the time. When I take aspirin. I bleed from the rectum Upper
and lower GI and gallbladder tests

AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc..
Goodrich

Prices as of
+9.82
2086.04
471/8 MC
24%B 2.4%A
29 tine
32% + 14
24% + i/
30% +1
/
4
211%
7/
1
2B 7%A
44% +1
/
4
44% +1
/
4
52% +%
73% we
21% +
52% +1%

10 a.m.
Goo0ea r
I.B.M
Ingersoll Hand
Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
.11('Penney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

5HP Rear Tine Tiller
With counter-rotating tines
•Briggs G Stratton engine
•Power reverse
• 12" tines/17" till path
•7-position depth stake
• Adjustable handles
•Safety start/stop I
tine control
•2-year limited warranty
No Payment
Until June With Approved Credit

158995 Reg.$69995
Rcpefmaiwd
Murray Home & Auto
Hours: 7:30-6:00 Monday Through Friday,

7:30-5 Sat.

Chestnut St.

753-2571 oir 753-4110

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

Come to

C

eafive

9t4tekion

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED

SOFA
SALE!
N•RWAI

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Previous (lose
Air Products

ROPER.

+4
114%
4
41% +%
14%B 14%A
se% +/s
48/
1
4
53%
48/
1
4
38%

+11
/
4
+%
+1
/
4
+1/4

93 -1/4
30% -Vs
30/
1
4 Une
8.04%

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

'WWI

has- just completed d huge plant
expansion. Now the factory is celebrating by giving us
special low prices on their entire selection of sofas and
apartment-size sofas, in more than 700 fashion fabrics.
And we're passing those savings on to you!

(

GUARANTEED 30 DAY DELIVERY
Sofas starting at $599.00
*You get the sofa you want
*in the style and fabric you want
*delivered to your home in just 30 days!
*AND YOU SAYE BIG FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY!
(Save on chairs, loveseats, sleepers and sectionals, too.)

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS
G114

•••••••
--p The Gr.., “N/1•••11,

641 South

t,%1

1984 Toyota Pickup With lOODP'
4 cyl 4 spd white
$4,500.00

Murray
753-2617

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

HURRY! SALE ENDS SAT., MAR. 26TH!

Cheafive 9.14fe1ior
On The Square
Mayfield, KY

We're your

Hwy.641 N.
Murray,KY

NIORWALIC'special Order Gallery store.

